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/J ' 
/ Annex No ' , (to the Regulation) 
cori~~rning the d~finition of the concept of "originating 
I 
products" and methods of administrative cooperation 
TITLE I 
Definition of the concept of originating products 
./ 
Article 1 
-
1. For the purpose of implementing this Regulation and without prejudice 
to paragraphs 3 and 4, the following shall be considered as 
(a) products originating in the Community: 
(1) products wholly obtained in the Community, 
(2) products obtained in the Community in the manufacture of which 
products other than those referred to in (1) are used, .pro~ided 
that the said products have undergone sufficient w6rking or~ 
processing within the meaning of Article 3; 
(b) products originating in the Countries and Territories: 
(1) products wholly obtained in one or more Countries aAd Territories, 
(2) products obtained in one or more Countries and Territories in the 
... 
manufacture of which products other than those referred to in (1) 
are used, provided that the said products have undergone sufficient 
werking or processing within the meaning of Article ~· 
2. For the purpose of implementing paragraph 1 (b), the Countries and Terri-
tories are considered as being one territory. 
3. When products wholly obtained in the Community or in one or more ACP 
States undergo working or processing in one or more Countries and Terri-
tories, they shall be considered as having been wholly produced in that or 
those Countries and Territories, under the condition.that the products were 
transported directly within the meaning of Article 5. 
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4. Working and processing carried out in the Community or in one or 
more ACP States shall be considered as having been carried out in one 
or more Countries and Territories, when the final products undergo 
working or processing in one or more Countries and Territories, under 
the condition that the products were transported directly within the 
meaning of Article 5. 
5. For the purpose of implementing the previous paragraphs, and provided 
that all the conditions laid down in those paragraphs are fulfilled, 
the products obtained in one or more Countries and Territories shall be 
considered as products originating in the Country or Territory where 
the last working or processing took place. For.this purpose the working 
or processing listed in Article 3 (3} (a}, '(b), (c) and (d) shall not 
be considered as working or prC?ce,ssing, nor ~hall a combination of such 
working or of· much ,recessing. 
6. The products in List C in Annex IV shall be temporarily excluded from the · 
scope of this Anaex. 
Article 2 
·The following shall be considered as wholly obtained either in one or 
more ·countries and Territories, in the Community or in one or more ACP States 
within the meaning of Article 1 (1) (a) (1}, (1} (b) (1) and (3) 
(a) mineral products extracted from their soil or from their 
sea bed; 
(b) vegetable products harvested therein; 
(c) live animals born and raised therein; 
(d) products from live animals raised therein; 
(e) pr.oducts· obtained by hunting or fishing conducted therein; 
(f) products of sea fishing and other products taken from the 
sea by their vessels; 
(g) products made aboard their factory ships exclusively from 
products referred to in subparagraph (f); 
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(h) used articles collected there fit only for the recovery of 
raw materials; 
(i) waste and scrap resulting from manufacturing operations 
conducted therein; 
(j) goods produced there exclusively from products specified 
in subparagraphs (a) to (i). 
ARTICLE 3 
1. For the purpose of implementing Article 1 (1) (a) (2) and 
· (1) (b) (2) the following shall be considered as sufficient working 
or processing: 
(a) working or processing as a result of which the goods 
obtained receive a classification under a tariff heading 
other than that covering each of the products worked or 
l:.~-ocessed, except, however, working or processing 
specified in List A in Annex II, where the special 
provisions of that list apply; 
(b) working or processing specified in List B in Annex III. 
"Sections", "Chapters" and "tariff headings 11 shall meo.n 
the Sections, Chapters and headings in the Brussels 
Nomenclature for the Classi!"ication of Goods in Customs 
Tariffs. 
2e When, for a given product obtained, a percentage rule 
limits in List A ~11.d in LiBt B the value of the materials 
and parts which can be used, the total value of these 
materials Q.""ld parts, v;hether or not they have changed 
tariff heading in the course of the working,.processing or 
assembly within the limits and under the conditions laid 
down :in each of those two lists, may not exceed, in relation 
to the value of the product obtained, the value corres-
p~din.g ei th(:!r to the common rn.te, if the rates are 
identical in both lists, or to the higher of the two if 
they are different •. 
:;' 
3· 
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For the purpose of implementing Article 3 (1) (a) the 
following shall always be considered as insufficient 
working or processing to confer the ~tatus of originating 
products, whether or not there is a change of tariff 
heading:· 
(a) operations to ensure the preservation of merchandise in 
good condition during transport and storage (ventil-
ation, spreading out, drying, chillLng, placing in salt, 
sulphur dioxide or other aqueous solutions, removai of 
damaged parts, and like operations); 
(b) simple operations consisting of removal of dust, ··sifting-
or screening, sorting, classifying, matching (including 
the making-up of sets of articles), washing, painting, 
cutting up; 
(c) (i) changes of packing and breaking up and assembly of 
consignments; 
(ii) simple placing in bottles, flasks, bags, cases, 
boxes, fixu1g an cards or boards, etc., and all 
other simple packing operations; 
(d) affixing marks, labels or other like distinguishing 
signs an products or their packaging; 
(e) simple mixing of products, whether or. not of-different 
kinds, where one or more components of the mixtures do not 
meet the candi tions laid down in this Annex to enable 
thcm'to be considered as originating either in the 
Community, in the Countries and Territories or in an ACP 
State; 
(f) simple assembly of parts of articles to constitute a 
complete article; 
·._(g) a combination of two or more operations specified in 
.subparagraphs (a) to (f); 
(h) slaughter of animals. 
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Article 4 
Where the Lists A and B referred to in Article 3 provide ~hat goods 
obtained in the Community or in one or more Countries and Territories 
shall be considered as , 
originating there_in .. only if the value of the products worked 
or processed does not exceed a given percentage of the value 
of the goods obtained, the values to be taken into consider-
ation for such percentage shall be: 
on the one hand, as regards products whose importation can 
be proved: their customs value at the time of importation; 
· as regards ~roducts of undetermined origin: the earl~est 
ascertainable price paid for such· products in the State, 
Country or Territory where the manufacture took place; 
and an the other hand, the ex-works price of the goods 
obtained, less internal taxes refunded or refundable on 
exportation.· 
Article 5 
1. For the purpose of implementing Article 1 {1), (3) and (4), originating 
products whose transport is effected without entering into territory other 
than that of the parties~concerned are considered as transported directly 
from the Countries and Territories to the Community or the ACP States 
or from the Community or the ACP States to the Countries and Territories. 
Originating goods constituting one single consignment may be 
transported through territ~!Y other than that of the 
Community or the ACP 3tates or the countries and 
Territories·, with, should the· occasion arise, tranship-
1 • 
ment or temporary warehousing in such territory, provided 
that the crossing of the latter territory is justified for 
geographical reasons or the needs of transport and that the 
products have not entered into commerce or been delivered 
for home use and have not undergone operations other than 
unloading, reloading or any operation designed to preserve 
them in good condition •. 
.. 
2. 
\. 
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Interruptions or changes in the method of transport due 
to force majeure or consequent upon conditions at sea shall 
not affect the application of the preferential treatment 
laid dovm· in this Regulation,provided that the goods have not, 
during these interruptions or changes, entered into commerce 
or been delivered for home use and have not undergone any 
_operations other than those designed to preserve them in 
good condition. 
Evidence that the conditions referred to in paragraph 1 
have been fulfilled shall be supplied to the resp~!sible 
customs authorities in the Community ·-or in the Countries and Terri-
tories by the production of: 
(a) a through bill of lading issued in the exporting State, Country 
or Territory covering the passage through the country of 
transit; 
(b) or a certificate issued by the customs authorities qf 
the country of transit: 
giving an exact description of the goods, 
- stating the dates of unloading and re-loading of the 
goods or of their embarkation or disembarkation, 
identifying the ships used, 
,.. 
- certifying the conditions under which the goods 
remained in the· transit country, 
(c) or failing these, any substantiating documents. 
Arrangement3 for administrative co-operation 
Article 6 
1. . Evidence of originating status, within the meaning of this 
this Annex, - of products is given by a movement certi~ 
ficate EURo 1 of which a specimen is given in Annex V to 
this Annex. 
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However, the evidence of originating status, with:in 
the meaning of this _Annex 1 of products which form the 
subject of postal consignments (including parcels), provided 
that they consist only of originating products and that the 
value does not exceed 1,000 units of accom1t per consign-
ment, is given by a form EUR. 2, of which a specimen is 
given in Annex VI to this Annex. 
2. Without prejudice to Article 3 (3), where, at the 
request of the person declaring the goods at the customs 
a dismantled or non~assembled article falling within 
Chapter .84 or 85 of the Brussels Nomenclature is imported 
b,y instalments an the conditions laid down by the competent 
authorities, it shall be considered to be a single article 
and a movement certificate may be submitted for the whole 
article upon importation of the first instalment. 
3. Accessories, spare parts and tools despatched with 
a piece of equipm~nt, machine, a,pparatus or vehicle which 
are part of the normal equi~mP~t and included in the price 
thereof or are not separately-invoiced are regarded as one 
.·with the piece of equipment, machine, apparatus or vehicle 
in question. 
Article ? 
1. · A movement certificate EUR.l shall be issued by the customs authorie-
ties of .. the e~porting Member State or Countries or Territories when the 
goods to which it relates are exported. It shall be made 
available to the exporter as soon as actual exportation has 
been effected or ensured. 
2. In exceptional circumstances a 1uovement certificate 
EUR. 1 may also be issued after exportation of the goods to 
-which it relates i'f it was not issued at the time of 
e~J!ortation because of errors or involuntary omissions or 
spec·:J_al circumstances. In this case, the certificate shall 
bear a special reference to the conditions in which it was · 
is suede 
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3. A movement certificate EUR .• 1 shall be issued only on 
application having been made in wri_ting by the exporter. 
-Such application shall be made on a form,. of which a 
specimen is given in .Annex V to this Annex ., which shall 
be complet.ed in accordance with this Annex. 
4. A movement certificate EUR. 1 may be issued only where 
it can·-serve as the documentary evidence required for the 
purpose of·implementing this Regulation. 
5. Applicati~lS for movement certificates EUR. 1 must be 
preseryed for~at least.three years by the customs authori-
ties of the Member State, Country or Territory of expprta.tion. 
Article 8 
1. The movement certificate EUR.l shall be issued by the customs 
authorities of the ~xporting Member State or Country and Territory, if 
the goods can be considered "originating products" within the meaning 
of this Annex. 
2. ·por the purpose of verifying whether the conditions 
stated in paragraph 1 have been met, the customs authorities 
shall have the right to call for any documentary evidenc-e or 
to carry out any check which they consider appropriate. 
J. It shall be the responsibility of the customs auth~ritie~ of the 
exporting Member State·~r Country or Territory to ensure that the forms 
ref~rred to in Article 9 are duly completed. In particular, 
they shall check whether the space reserved for the 
description of the goods has been completed ill such a· manner 
as to exclude all possibility _of fraudulent additions._ To 
this end, the description of the goods must be indicated 
without leaving any blank lines. Where the space is. not 
completely filled a horizontal line must be dra\vn below 
the last line of the description, the empty space being 
crossed through. 
4. ~ ·- The date of issue of the movement certificate must be 
. ·._ 
. indicated in the part of the certificate reserved for the 
customs authorities. 
EXPLANATORY MEMORANDlJM 
The Commission has submitted to the Council a recommendation for a Council 
Regulation (COM (75) 133 final of 3 April 1975) on the Association of the 
Overseas Countries and Territories with the European Economic Communty, 
undertaking to transmit as soon as possible the annex concerning origin. 
The latter is the subject of this document, which is modelled closely 
on Protocol no. 1 to the EEC-ACP Lome Convention but includes provisions 
specific to the Countries and Territories and their relations with the EEC. 
It comprises provisions defining the origin of Community products and of 
those from the Countries and Territories. 
On the pattern of the cumulative origin arrangements adopted for the ACP 
States in the Protocol to the Lome Convention, the draft provides that the 
Countries and Territories be considered as being one and the same territory. 
The remainder of the text comprises the various articles, explanatory 
notes and annexes contained in the Protocol to the Lome Convention, 
adjusted as necessary. 
The draft was examined by the Customs Legislation Committee at its meeting 
on 19, 2o and 21 March 1975 and was approved by the Delegations of the 
Member States. 
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Article 9 
Movement certificates EUR. 1 shall· be made out on the form 
of which a specimen is given in Annex V to this .Annex. This 
form shall be printed in one or more of the .off~ctal -languages 
of the Community. Certificates shall oe made out in 
one of these languages and in accordance with the provisions 
of the domestic law of the exporting State; if they are hand-
~itten, they shall be completed in ink and in capital letters. 
Each certificate shall measure 210 x 297 mm, a tolerance 
of up to plus 8 mm or minus 5 mm in the length may be allowed. 
_The paper used must be white-sized writing paper not containing 
mechanical pulp and weighing not less than 25 g/m2. It shall 
( . 
have a printed green guilloche pattern background making any 
falsification by mechanical or chemical means apparent to the 
eye. 
The exporting Member States and the competent authorities of the · 
Countries and territories _ may reserve the right to print the 
certificates themselves or may have them printed by approved 
printers. In the latter case, each certificate must include 
a reference to such approval. Each certificate must bear the · 
name and address of the ... rJrinter or a. mark by which the printer 
can be identified. It shall also bear a serial number, either 
printed or not, by which it can be identified. 
Article 10 
1. Under the responsibility of the exporter, he or his 
authorized representative shall request the issue of a 
movement certificate EUR. 1. 
2. The exporter or his representativ"C shall ·submit with 
his request any appropriate supporting document proving 
that the goods to be exported are such as to qualify for 
the issue of a movement certificate EUR. 1.. 
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·Article 11 
1. A movement certficate EUR.l must be submitted, within five months 
of the date of issue by the customs authorities of the exporting Member 
State o~ Country or Territory to the customs authorities of the importing 
Member State or Country or Territory where the goods are entered. 
2. When the products enter territories other than those of the 
Community, the Countries and Territories or the ACP States, the time 
limit laid down in paragraph 1 for the submission of the certificate 
is extended to ten months. 
Article 12 · 
the Movement certificates EUR.l shall be submitted to/customs authorities 
in the importing Member State or Country or Territory, in accordance with 
the procedures laid down by that Member State, Country or Territory. 
The said authorities may require a translation of a certificate. They may 
also require the import declaration to be accompanied by a statement from 
the importer to the effect that the goods meet the conditions required 
for the implementation of this Regulation. 
Article 13 
... 
1. A movement certificete EUR.l which is submitted to the cuetoms 
authorities of the importing Member State or Country or Territory 
after the final date for presentation specified in Artible 11 may 
be accepted for the purpose of applying preferential treatment, where 
the failure to submit the certi!icate by the final date set is due to 
reaSQns of force majeure or exceptional circumstances. 
2. In the other cases of belated presentation, the customs authorities 
of the importing Member State or Country or Territory may accept the 
certificates where the goods have been submitted· to ~hem before the 
said final date. 
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Article 14 
The discovery of slight discrepancies between the state-
ments made in the movement certificate EUR. 1 and those made 
in the documents submitted to the customs office for the 
purpose of carrying out the formalities for importing the 
goods shall not ipso facto render the certificate nul and void 
if it is duly established that the certificate does correspond 
to the goods submitted. 
Article 15 
Form EUR. 2, a specimen of which .is given in Armex VI, 
shall be completed by the ~A~orter. It shall be made out in 
one of the official languages of the Community and : 
in accordance y.,i. th the provisions of the domestic la\V of the exporti~g 
. State or Country s~'rWOfi?'•is handwritten it must be comp~eted .. ~ . 
· ink and in capital letters. 
Form EUR~~t 2 shall be composed of two parts, each part 
being 210 x 148 nm1. The paper used shall be white-sized 
writing paper not containing mec~ical pulp and weighing'not 
less than 64 g/m2. 
The exporting Member States·and the competent autorities of the 
Countries and Territories may reserve the right to print the forms 
themselves or may have them printed by printers they have approved. 
In the latter case each form must include a reference to.such approval.· 
In addition, each part must bear the distinctive sign attributed to the 
approved printer and a serial number, either printed or not, by which 
it can be identified. 
A form EUR. 2 shall be completed for each postal consign-
ment. After completing and signing the two parts of the form, 
the exporter shall, in the case of consignments by parcel post, 
attach the two parts to the despatch note. In the case of 
consignments by letter post, the exporter shall attach Part 1 
firmly to the consignment and insert Part 2 inside it. 
· · These provisions do not exempt expor1rers from complying 
with any other formalities required bJ customs or postal 
rcgulationse 
··. 
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Article 16 
1. Goods sent as small packages'to private persons or 
forming part of travellers' personal luggage shall be 
admitted ns originat:Ulg products ···under this }?egulati"Oll without requi_ring 
the production of a movement certificate EUR. 1 or the 
completion of a far.m EUR. 2, provided that such goods are 
not;imported by way of trade·and have been declared as 
meetir1g the ccnditi~~s required for the application of these 
provis.ior...s, and v;here there is no doubt as to the veracity 
of such declaration. · 
2. Importations which are occasional and consist solely 
of goods for the perscnal use of the recipients or 
travellers or their.families shall not be considered as 
importations by way of trade if it is evident from the 
nature and quantity of the goods that no commercial purpose 
-is in view. Furthermore, the total value of these goods· 
must not exceed 60'units of account in the case of small 
packuges or 200 units of account in the case of the contents 
of travellers' personal luggage~ 
Article 17 
1. Goods sent from a Member State or Country of Territory for exhibition 
in a country other than a Member State, a Country or Territory or ~n ACP 
State and sold after the exhibition for importation into the Community 
or another Country or Territory shall benefit on importation from the 
provisions of this Regulation on condition that the goods meet the require-
ments of this Annex entitling them to be recognized as originating in a 
Country or Territory and provided that it is shown to the satisfaction of 
the customs authorities that: 
(a) an exporter has consigned these goods from the Community or a Country 
or Territory to the country in which the exhibition is held and has 
exhibited them there; 
ir 
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(b) the good~ have been sold or othcr·,vise disposed of by 
that exporter to ~o:neo:1e in the Corcro.uni ty or a Country or Territory 
(c) 0 the c,oods have been consigned during the exhibj .. tion or 
immediately thereafter to the Co~munity :or a Country or Terri-
tory in the state in which they we:r·e· sent for exhibition; 
(d) the goods have.not, since th~y were consigned for 
exhibition, been used for any purpose oth:r than 
demonstration at the exhibition. 
2. A movement certificate EUR. 1 must be produced to the 
customs authorities in the normal manner. The name and 
address of the exhibitio~ must be indicated therean. Where 
necessary, additiaaal documentary evidence of the nature of 
0 the goods and the conditions under which they have been 
.exhibited reay be required • 
. 3. Paragraph 1 shall apply to. any trade, industrial,_ 
agricultural or· ~rafts exhibition, fair or similar public 
show or· display which is not orgru1ized for private purposes 
, . in shops or business premises with a· view to the sale of 
foreign goods, and during which the goods remain under 
customs contr.ol. 
Article 18 
1. When a certificate is -issued within the meaning of 
·Article 7 (2) of this Anne~ after the goods_ to which it 
relates have &ctually been exported, the exporter must. in 
the application referred to in Article 7 (3) of this 
Annex.· 
- indica·~e the place and date of exportation· of the -goods 
to which the certificate relates; 
- cert.ify that ·no movement certificate EUR. 1 was issued at 
the ~ime of exportation of the goods in question,· and 
. ~tate the .. ·reaso..11s. 
·. 
• I 
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2. . The custom authoriti0o may issue a movement 
certificate Et]R. 1 rctros:p~ctively onl;\r after verifying that 
the i.nforr.12.tion supplied. in the exporter's application 
agrees with that lll the corresponding file. 
Certificates isnued retrospectively must be endorsed 
.. 
vri th cme of. the follo·.ving phrases: "NACHTRAGLICII 
AUSGESTELLTu, 11DELIVRE A POSTERIORI",, nRILASCIATO A 
POSTERIORI", "AFGEnEVRN A POSTERIORI", "ISSUED 
RETROSPECTIVELY", "UDSTEDT EFTERF,0LGENDE" • 
. Article 19 
In the event of the theft, loss or destruction of a 
movement certificate EUR. 1, the exporter may apply -to the 
customs authorities wltich isoued it for a duplicate made out 
on the basis· of the expor·t documents ·in their possession •.. 
The duplicate issued in this way must be endorsed with one of 
the following ·words: 11DUPLIKAT 11 , 11DUPLI CATA" 1 11DUPLI CATO", 
"DUPLICAAT 11 , "DUPLICATE"• 
Article 20 
~ 
-
1. When paragraphs 2,3 and 4 of Article 1 are applied, for the 
issue of a movement certificate EUR.l the competent customs office 
in the Member State or Country or Territory requested to issue the 
certificate for products in the manufacture of which products in the 
manufacture of which products coming from other Member States, Countries 
or Territories or ACP States are used, shall take into consideration 
the declaration, of which a specimen is given in Annex VII, given by the 
exporter in the State, Country_or Territory from which it came, either 
on the commercial invoice applicable to these products, or on a support-
ing document to that invoice. 
2. The submis~ion of the information certificate, issued under the con-
'-. 
ditions set out ·in Article 21 and of which a specimen is given in Annex VIII, 
may·~owever be requested of the exporter by the customs office concerned, 
efth~~ for ~hecking the authenticity and accuracy of information given 
on ·the declaration provided for in paragraph 1 , or for obtaining 
addi~ional information. 
.. 
'. 
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Article 21 
.The :information certificate concerning the products taken 
into use ·shall. be issuecl at the request of the exporter of 
·these products,. ei t}l.er in the circumstUJ:?.ces envisaged in 
Article 20· (2), or ~t the initiative of this exporter, by the 
competent cus~oms office in.the St~te, country or territory 
f~cm which· these· goods were exported~ ·.It shall be made out 
in duplicate. One copy shall be given to the exporter who 
has requc.sted it, .who shall send it either to the exporter of 
the final products or to the. 911stqms office where the issue of 
the mov~cient cer-tific.a>t·e. ~UR. 1·.· .. for these products has been 
requested •. The second ~op~ shall·be preserved by the office 
which i1as.· is·sued' it for· a.t least. three years. 
·Article 22 
•, . 
· .The Member 'States and .. the competent authorities of the Countries 
and Territories sball take all necessary steps to ensure 
·that goods tra.ded· und~r .cover of a movement certif~cate EUR. 1, 
and ·Which in the· cour~e of transport use a free zone situated 
in their territory, n.rc not replaced by other goods and that 
. they do not underr,o ~landl~g other than normal op,erations 
_ design~d to. prevent their deterioration. 
Artiel, 23 
' ' . 
. ... . · In .ordc.r to ensu::c~~ the proper application of this Title, 
~ · .ttl~ · M.einber ·st~teo, ~he co.mpeten·t authorities of the Countries and Territories· 
: iand the /. .. cP States .shall asais.t each other, through their respective 
. customs administrations, in· checking the _authenticity of . 
·moveme.nt ~ertificates EUR·. 1 and the accuracy of the· information 
.concerning the actual origin of the products concerned and the 
de.clarations by exporters on forms· EUR. 2 und the authenticity 
·.and ... accuracy of tha information certificates referred to .in 
.. • .. ... 
Artic;'!~e 20 ... 
--~-------------------------~ 
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Article 24 
PPnalties shall be imposed on any person who draws up or causes to 
be drawn up, in order to enable goods to be accepted as eligible for 
preferential treatment, either a document which contains incorrect par-
ticulars for the purpose of obtaining a movement certificate EUR.l or a 
form EUR.2 containing incorrect particulars. 
Article 25 
1.· Subsequent verifications of movement certificates EUR.l and 
of forms EUR.2 shall be carried out at random or whenever the 
customs authorities of the importing Member State or Country or 
Territory have reasonable doubt as to the authenticity of the 
document or the accuracy of the information regarding the true 
origin of the goods in question. 
· 2. For the purpose of implementing pr~ragraph 1, the 
customs. autho~itien of the imtlorti:nl? S¥'afc:?~~~l 0 feittWWl 
m9.vement certificate EUR. 1 or Part 2 of form EUR. 2, or a 
photocopy thereof, to the customs authorities of the 
. or Coun.tr;v or T.erri to:r_y · t exportJ.ne Sta:te,7, g1v:rn.g, wne.re ap1•ropr1ate, he reasons of 
form or substance for a~ inquiry. The invoice, if it has 
been submitted, or ~ copy thereof shall be attached to 
Part 2 of form EUR. 2 and the customs authorities shall 
forne.rd e.ny infomation thnt has beGn obtained suggesting 
that the 'Pe.rticulars given on the said certificate or the 
aaid form a.re inaccurate. 
If the customs authorities of the importing Member State or Country 
and Territory decide to suspend execution of Title I of this Annex 
while awaiting the results of the verification, they shall offer to 
release the goods to the importer subject to any precautionary measures 
judged necessary. 
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3. The customs authorities of the importing State, Country or Territory, 
shall be informed of the results of the verification within three months. 
These results must be such as to make it possible to determine whether 
the disputed movement certificate EUR.l or form EUR.2 applies to the 
goods actually exported, and whether these goods can, in fact, quality 
for the application of the preferential arrangements. 
When such disputes cannot be settled between the customs authorities 
of the importing State, Coutry or Territory, and those of the exporting 
State, Country and Territory, or when they raise a question as to the 
interpretation of this Annex, they shall be submitted to the 
Committee on Origin set up by Regulation (EEC) No 802/68 of 27 June 1968. 
In all cases the settlement of disputes between the importer and 
the customs authorities of the importing State, Country or Territory 
shall be under the legislation of the said State, Country or Territory. 
Article 26 
The subsequent verification of the information certificate referred to 
in Article 20 shall be carried out in the circumstances envisaged in Arti-
cle 25 following a similar procedure to that envisaged in that Article. 
Article 27 
The Annexes to this Annex shall form an integral part thereof. 
Article 28 
The application of the provisions of this Annex and their economic 
effects shall be examined annually by the Council with a view to making 
any necessary changes. 
This examination may be carried out at more frequent intervals at the 
request of a Member State. • 
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Article 29 
1. For goods which conform to. the provisions of this Annex and which, 
at the time of the entry into force of this Regulation are either being 
transported or being held in the Community, a Country or Territory or 
an ACP State in temporary storage, in bonded warehouses or in free zones, 
the proof of originating status within the me~ning of this Regulation 
is given by the sub111ission, within four months of that date., tb the 
customs. authorities of the importing ?tat~,· Country or Territory of: 
(a) a movement c~rti!icate EUR.l issued ~etrospectively by the customs 
autho:ri ties of the exporting .state·, CoUJltry or Territory, or 
(b) a certificate of origin issued by the competent authorities in that 
State, Country 6r Territory, or 
(c) a movement certificate of the model previously us•d in the context of 
prefer~ntial trade between the Community and the Countries and 
Territories; 
(d) for goods destined for importation into Ireland or the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, a certificate of the typ~ 
previously used in. th.e context of Commonwealth preferences. 
2. The movement certificates mention~d in ~agraph l (c) may continue to 
be used, under .the conditions laid down in this .Annex until sto.cks are 
exhausted. 
Until l July 1977, Article l (3) and (4) shali not be appli6able.in 
' ' . ' ' 
respect of products 6btained in one or more countries from: 
-products of one or.more Member States·.6f'the t~mmunity as originally 
constituted and exp6rted to One or more new Member States or one or more 
qf the Countries or Territories referred to in Art~cle 24 of the 
Act of Accession, or 
.• 
,....------------------------------
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- products of one or more new Member States and exported to one or more 
Member States of the Community as originally constituted, or one or 
more of the Countries and Territories referred to in the Council 
Deci8ion of 7 June 1971 on the definition of the concept of "originating 
products and on the methods of administrative cooperation for the 
application of the Decision of 29 September 1970 on the Association 
of the Overseas Countries and Territories with the European Economic 
Community; 
where the products referred to in the two above indents have been the 
subject only of working or processing within the meaning of Article 3 (3). 
4. Until 1 July 1977, Article 1 (3). and ( 4) shall not be applicable in 
respect of products obtained in one or more Member States from: 
- products of one or more Countries and Territories referred to in the 
Council Decision of 7 June 1971 and exported to one or more new Member 
States or one or more Countries and Territories referred to in 
Article 24 of the Act of Accession; or 
-products from one or more Countries and Territories referred to in 
Article 24 of the Act of Accession and exported to one or more Member 
States of the Community as originally constituted or one or more of 
the Countries and Territories referred to in Council Decision of 
7 June 1971; 
where the products referred to in the two above indents have been the subject 
only of working or processing within the meaning of Article 3 (3). 
Article 30 
The movement certificates EUR.l and the forms EUR.2 printed in the. 
Member States before the date of the entry into force of this Regulation, 
and which do not conform to the models in the Annexes V and VI of this 
Annex, may continue to be used until stocks are exhausted, under the 
conditions laid down by this Annex. 
• 
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ANNEX I 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Note 1 - Articles 1 and 2 
The terms "Member States","Countries and Territories" and "ACP States" 
shall also cover their territorial waters. 
Vessels operating in the high seas, including factory ships, on which 
the fish caught is worked or processed shall be considered as part of the 
territory of Member State , Country or Territory or ACP State to which 
they belong, provided that they satisfy the conditions set out in Explana-
tory Note 6. 
Note 2- Article 1 (1) (a)(2), (b)(2), (3) and (4) 
In order to determine whether goods originate in the Community, the 
Countries and Territorie~ or one or more of the ACP States, it shall not be 
necessary to establish whether the power and fuel, plant and equipment, and 
machines and tools used to obtain such goods originate in third countries or 
not. 
Note 3 - Article 1 
... 
Where a percentage rule is applied in determining originating status 
of a product obtained in a Member State or Country or Territory, the value 
added by the working or processing referred to in Article 1 shall correspond 
to the ex-works price of the product otained less the customs value of third 
products imported into the Community or the Countries and Territories. 
Note 4 - Article 3 (1) and (2) and Article 4 
The percentage rule constitutes, where the product obtained appears 
in List A, a criterion additional to that of change of tariff heading for 
any non-originating product used. 
.. 
• 
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Note 5 - Article 1 
Packing shall be considered as forming a whole with the goods 
contained therein, This provision, however, shall not apply to packing 
which is not0 the normal type far the article packed and which has intrinsic 
utilization value and is of a durable·nature, apart from its function as 
packing. 
Note 6 
The term "their vessels" shall apply anly to vessels: 
- which are registered or recorded in a Member State, Country or Territory 
or ACP State; 
- which sail under the flag of a· Mamber State, Country or Territory or 
an ACP State; 
-which are owned to an extent of at least 50~ by nationals of Meaber.States, 
Countries and Territories or ACP States or by a company with its head 
office in a·Member State, Country or Territory of ACP State, of which 
the manager or managers, '·chariman of the board of directors or of the 
supervisory board, and the majority of the members of such board, are 
nationals of Member States, Countries and Territories or ACP States and 
of which, in addition in the case of partnerships or limited companies, 
at least half the capital belongs to Member States,. Countries. and 
Territories or ACP States or to public bodies or nationals of such· 
Member States, Countries and Territories or ACP States; 
- of wich at least 50 ~ of the crew, captain and officers included, are 
nationals of a Member State, Co~ntry ar· Territory or ACP State. 
Note ? - Article 4 
"Ex-works price" shall mean the price paid to the manufacturer in whose 
undertaking the last working or processing is carried out, provided the price 
includes the value of all the products used in manufacture. 
".Customs value" shall be understood as meaing the customs value laid 
down. 'lh._the Convention concerning the Valuation of Goods for Customs 
Purp6se~ signed in Brussels on 15 December 1950. 
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Note 8 - Article 23 
The authorities consulted shall furnish any information concerning 
the conditions under which the product has been made, indicating especially 
the condition in which the rules of origin have bee respected in the 
various Member States, Countries and Territories and ACP States concerned. 
Note 9 - Article 1 (3) 
Within the meaning of this Annex, "ACP State~'shall mean the 
countries called ACP States in the ACP-EEC Lome Convention, signed on 
28 February 1975. 
• 
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ANNEX ·II 
.. 

• 
Jf ANNEX II 
LIST A 
List of working or processing operations which result 
in a change of tariff heading 
without conferring the status of 
"originating" products 
. . 
on the products undergoing such operations, or 
conferring this status only subject to certain conditions 
... ::le 
Products obtain~d· 
· workift~ or processincr. th&t does WorkL"lg or proceaaing that .._Cw.lu~:~ltr-.o~:a~s-~-----.------1 not confer the status of ~onfera the a1;atua or oJ1,giDatillc 
Taritt Descr~ption · o:dctnati.nc productn·. . products when the· followiq · 
heading · · · 'conditione are met 
&-To 
02.06 
04.02 
04.04 
07.02 
07.03 
08.10 
08.11 
11.01 
11.02 
. 
. •·.·~ ... 
Meat and edible meat 
offnls ('o.xcopt 
poultry liver)' 
·salted, in brine, 
dried or smoked 
FiSh, driPd, salted 
or in brine, smoked 
fish, whether or not 
oooked bofore or 
durtna the smoking 
procesa 
Salting, ~lacing in. brine, 
dry~g or. Qoking··or .moat an4 
edible meat offale of head~ 
Nos 02.01 and 02 .• 04 · ·: 
Drying, saltil'is, placing in 
brinoJ smokin& =Of fish, whether 
cooked or not 
Milk and c,:ream, Preserving, concentrating, or 
preserved, concontra- adding ~car to milk or cream 
ted or sv1eetened of heading No 04.01 
Butter 
Cheese and curc1 
Vegetables (whether 
or not cooked); 
prese1-ved by 
freezing 
Vegetables, 
provisionally 
preserved in brine, 
tn. sulphur water or 
in other preser~tive 
solutions, but not 
specially prepared 
tor immediate 
consumption 
Dried, dehydrated or 
evaporated veeet-
ablea, whole, cut, 
sliced, brokan or 
in powder, but" not 
fUrther prepared 
FrUit (whether'or 
not cooked) , . 
preserved by 
freezing, not 
containing addecl 
sugar 
Fruit provieionallJ 
preserved (for 
example, by sulphur 
dioxide gas, in 
brine, in sulphur 
water or.in other 
preservative 
solutions), but 
. unaui table in that 
state :.:or immediate 
conoumption 
Pruit, 4ried, '-other 
than· that. falling 
within heading Bo 
08.01, 08.02, 08.0), 
08.04 or 08.05 
Cereal flours 
Cereal groats eD4 
oueal a~J other 
worked cereal craina (for r~ampl.o, 1-ollee\ 
fl!;l\·t~, poliahr.J, 
}:cr~l·lcd or kib:,lod, 
but not t\arther pre-
pared') , except. 
husked, glazecl, 
pollahecl or broken 
rioea 101'111 of 
c".r:!Ul.u, v.l:ole, r("'l-
184 f18b4 or sround 
Manufacture from milk or 
cream 
Manufacture from products of 
beading Boa 04.01, 04.02 and 
04.0)· 
Preezina.of vegetables 
Placing in brine or in ·other 
so~ut1ons of vegetables of 
beading Bo 07.01 
D17ing, dehydration, evaP-
oration, cutting,. grinding, 
.: ~powdering .ot vegetables "Ol .. 
heading No~ 07.01 to 07.03 
Fr~ezing of .fr\11 t 
Placmg in brine or. in· other 
solutio~ .of fruit ot hea4tns 
Boa 08.~1 to 08.09 
Kanufacture fJ;"Oa cereals 
Manutaoture from cereals 
.·:.·:·: 
... 
ProU.ucta manufactured Workinr, or ~roceesine which doen 
not confer the status of 
orieinating products Cuotome tariff' 
~~ading 
11.03 
11.04 
11.05 
11.06 
11.07 
11.08 
.11.09· 
15.06 
ex 15.07 
16.01 
16. J2. 
Description 
Flours of tho lo~'llir. 
ous vegetables fnllin.:; 
within hellding 
No 07.05 
Flours of the fruits 
falling within any 
headine in Chapter 8 
Ma~ufncture from dried le£Umi-
nouo vegetables 
Manufacture fro• fruits of 
Chapter 8 
Plour, meal and flakes Manufacture from potatoes 
of potato 
Flour and meal of sago 
and of manioo, arrow-
root, ee.lep and other 
~ots and tubers 
falling within 
heading No 07.06 
Malt, roasted or not 
Starches; inulin 
Wheat gluten, whether 
or not dried 
Lard, other pigfat 
and p0Ul try fat 1 
rendered or solvent-
extracted 
Pats of bovine cattle, 
sheep or goats, unren 
deredl rendered or 
solvent-extracted fate 
(including "prer:~ier jus") obtained :'rom 
those unrendered fats 
Fats and oils, of fish 
and marine ma'!lmals, 
whether or not ~efinod 
Other animal oils and 
fats (including neat's 
-foot oil and fats 
from bones or waste) 
Fixed vegetable oils·, 
nuid or solid, crude, 
refined or purified, 
but not includi::tg 
Chinawood oil, ~rtle­
wax, Japan wax or oil 
of tung nuts, oleo-
cocca seeds or ?iticia 
seeds; also not incl-
uding oils of a kind 
used in mac!1inery or 
mechanical appliances 
or for industrial 
pvrpo:.es other than 
the manufacture of 
edible products 
Sausages and the like, 
of meat, rneat offal 
or ~cr.irnnl' tlt:hl:l. 
Otl:er prepare·.1 or .. 
pre:::er\·cd mea"; or 
:neo.t offal 
Pre:rmred or preserved 
fl:;,~, i:J.cludine caviar 
and caviar substi~- · 
utes 
blanuf11cture from products ot 
heading no 07.06 
Manufacture from cereals 
~fanufnctnre from ,.ereala of 
Chapter 10, or from potatoes 
or other product~ of Chapter 7 
Manufact•.1re from wheat or 
·,wheat noilrs 
Manufacture from pro~ucts of 
. headinr; No 02.05 
Manufacture from products of 
headinr: Nos 02.01 and 02.'06 
Manufacture from fish or marine 
mammals caught by fishinr. 
vessels of third countries 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapters 7 and 12 
r.lanufacture from products of 
Chapter 2 
l.!anufacture from products of 
C!".!ipter 2 
!·c!inufe.ctnre from products of 
Chapt~r 3 
\'lorkint; or proceosinr: which 
confers the status of originating 
products when the follov:ing 
conditions are met 
Froduct~: r"~unufacturf)d 
Customs 
Tariff 
headi~~G 
No 
17.02 
17.04 
17.05 
19.01 
19.02 
19.03 
19.05 
19.06 
19.07 
19.o8 
Description 
Crustaceans and 
molluscs, prepr~ed or 
preserved 
Other sug~r~;sugar 
~yr~ps• artificial 
honey lwhether or not 
mixed with natural 
honey) ; carP .. "T.E' 1 
Sugar confecti onerJ, 
not containine coooa. ·. 
Flavoured or coloured 
crugars, Eyrupa and 
mosasseo, but not 
including fruit juices 
containing ndde'i 
sugar in any propor-
tion 
mlocolate and other 
food preparatio~s 
containing cocoa 
Malt extract 
Preparations of flour, 
ooal, starch or malt 
extract, of a kind 
used no infant fo~d or 
for dietetic or cul-
inary purposes, cont-
aining less than 5o% 
by weight of COCOil 
J.Io.caroni, spnghstti 
and similar prcjucts 
.Tapioca and sago; tapi 
6ca and sa~o 3Ubsti-
tutes from potato or 
other starches 
Prepared foods obtai-
ned by the swelling 
or roasting of cereals 
or cereal products 
(puffed rice, corn-
flakes and similar 
products) 
Co3munion ~fers, empt 
cachets of a kind 
suitnble for pharma-
ceutical use, sealing 
wafers, rice paper, 
and similar products 
Bread, ships' tisouits 
nnd other onlir.::trJ 
bakers' ~res, not 
contair.i~ &.rl•ied s~gar 
honey, egtto, fr~s, 
cheese or fruit 
PaJiltry, biscuits, 
cakes and other fine 
bakers' wares, whether 
or not containing 
cocoa in any propor-
tion 
\Vorkinr or proces~in~ which 
doeo not confer the 3tatus 
of originating products 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 3 
Manufnct"..tre rrom any product 
Manufncture from other products 
of Chanter 17 the value of 
which exceeds 3~ of the value 
of the finished product 
Manufacture from other products 
of Chapter 17 the value of 
Ylhich exceeds 30% of the value 
of the finished product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 the value of whioh 
exceed:J 3a>' of the value of the 
finished product · 
Manufacture from products of 
headin~ No 11.07 
Manufacture from cereals and 
derivatives thereof, meat and 
milk, or in which the value of 
product~ of Chapter 17 uo~d 
exceeds 30,~ of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture from potato starch 
Manufacture from any product 
other than of Chapter 17 (_1) or 
in which the value of the 
product~ of Chnpter 17 used 
exceeds 3~; of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufact-~re from prqducts of 
Chapter 11 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 11 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 11 
\Yorkinr: or proeeaoinf: which 
confers the stut,As of oridn.tting 
produc to when the followin~ 
conditions are met 
Manufacture from durum wheat 
-
( 1) '!":: i! rue does not appl:r .,·here the use of t:aize of the "zea indurata" type or "durum wheat" ie cor~:-erncd. 
Productn manufactured Workinc or proceesin~ which 
~·--·------------~ does not confer the status Cu~toma of orit;inating products Tariff Description 
lleadiil8 
No 
ex 20.05 
20.06 
ex 20.C17 
ex 21.01 
21.05 
Ve~etables and fruit 
prepared or preserved 
by vinegar·or acetic 
acid; with or without 
sugar, whether or not 
containing solt, 
spices or mustard 
Vegetables prepared 
or preserved other-
wise than by vinegar 
or acetic acid 
·:rrui t prese~rvad by 
froezing, containing 
added sugar 
Fruits, fruit-peel 
and parts of plants, 
preserved by sugar 
(drained, glac~ or 
crystallized) 
Jams, fruit jellies, 
marmalades, fruit 
pur~ ea and fruit 
pastes, being cooked 
preparationst con-
taining nddea. sugar 
Fruit otherwise pre-
pared or preserved, 
whether or not con-
taining added sugar 
or spirit: 
A. Nuts 
B. Other fruits 
Pru.i t juices {incl\J.din 
grape must), · 
whether or not co~ 
taining ad.ied m:.gar, 
but unfe:rm&nted and 
not containing spirit 
Roasted chicory and 
.eztracts thereof 
Soups and broths in 
liquid, solid o:r 
powder forms; homo-
genized food 
preparations 
Lemono.d c, navou.red 
spa 1'.'8. ters and :."lav-
oured aerated waters, 
and other non-
alcoholic bevernges, 
not including f~Jit 
ar!d vegetablo j1.1icea 
falli%18 v;i thin heading 
No 20.07 · 
Preaervi%1(; vegeta.bl·es, fresh 
or frozen or preDerved te~por­
arily or preserved in vinegar 
Preserving vegetables fresh 
or frozen 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value 
excoedn 3~ of the value of 
the finished product 
nanufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value 
exceeds 3~ of the value of 
the finicned product 
.Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of Vihioh the value 
exceeds 3~ of the value of 
the finished product 
Manufactured from products of 
Cbapter 17 of which the value 
ezceeds 3~~ of the valuo of 
the finiohed product 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 17 of which the value 
exceeds 30% of the value of 
the finished product. 
Manufacture from chicory 
roots, fresh or dried 
Manufac~~re from products of 
heading No 20.02 
Manufacture from fruit juioesC~; 
or in which the value of · ·: 
products of Chapter 17 used 
exceedc 3~ of the value ~f 
the finished product 
Workin~ or proceasin~ which . 
oonfP.rs th& ~tatun or oricinn.tinr 
product::.: ,,:,en the followinr 
conditions are met 
Manufacture, 1'ri thout added sugar 
or spirit, in whioh the value of 
the constituent "originatinc 
produoto" of heading Nos ,0-3.01, 
08.05 and 12.01, represents at 
least 6~ of the value of the 
manufactured product 
{1) This r..U.e does not apply where fruit juices of pineapp~e, lime and grapefruit are concerned. 
\. 
.... 
Produ~ts mnn,lfnciurcJ 
CC'l' 
hcadif18 
No 
Description 
3C 
Workine or processing which does 
not confer the status of 
"originating product" 
22.06 Ver.r.cuths, and othr:r win<>.r A:a.nufact\lre from products of 
of fresh erapes flavoured heading No 00.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 
with aromatic extr~cts 22.05 
22.08 Ethy~ alcohol or neutral 
spirits, u.ndcnat~red, of 
a strPnsth of 80° or 
higher;. denatured spirits 
(incluuin~ ethyl alcohol 
lll\d neutral spirits) of 
any streneth 
22.09 Spirits (other than those 
of hecdin~ No 22.08); 
liqueurs and other 
spirituous bcverager.; co~­
pou.nd alcoholic prepara-
tions ( Jmov.n as "concen-
trated extracts") for the 
manufacture of beverages 
22.10 Vinegar and substitutes 
for vinegar 
Uanufacture from products of 
heading No o8.04, 20.01, 22.04 or 
22.05 
ll:ll!lufacturc from products of 
heading No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 
22.05 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 08.04, 20.07, 22.04 or 
22.05 
ex 23.03 Rcsidues from the manu- Manufacture from maize or maize 
facture of m~ize starch flour 
(excluding concentrnted 
steeping liquors), of a 
protein content, ca~cu-
lated on the dry prc•duct., 
exceeding 40~ dry weight 
23.04 Oil cake and other 
resieues (except dregs) 
resulting from the 
extraction of vegetable 
oils 
23.07 Sweetened forage; other 
preparation~ of a klnd 
used in animal feed~ng 
ex 24.02 Cigarettes, cigara, 
smoking tobacco 
ex 25.38 Aluminium sulphate 
30.03 !·iedicamonts (including 
veterinary medicaments) 
Manufacture from various products 
Manufacture from cereals and 
derived products, meat, milk, 
st,gar and molasses 
Workir~ or processing which 
confers the status of 
•originating product" when 
the following conditions are met 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 24.01 of which at least 
70~ by quantity are "originating 
products" 
Manufacture in Which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50~ of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5~ of the value of the finished 
product 
Cuuto!!lll 
Tariff 
heading 
lTo 
31.05 
33.05 
35.05 
37.01 
37.02 
37.04 
Description 
Other r~~tilisers; 
goods of the present 
Chapter in tablP.ts, 
lozenges and si~lar 
prepared fon.m or in 
packings of a ~oss 
wci£ht not exceed-
ing 10 kg 
Colour lakes 
Other colouring 
matter; inorg~nic 
products of a kind 
used as 
luminophores 
Aqueous distillates 
and aqueous so1·.1-
tions of essential 
oils, including such 
products suitable for 
medicinal useR 
boxtrins and 
dextrin glues; 
soluble or 
roasted starches; 
starch glues 
Photographic plates 
and film in the flat, 
sensitised, unexposed, 
of any material otilf 
than paper, p~e~ -
board or cloth 
Film in rolls, son-
sitised, unexposed, 
perforated or not 
Sensitised plates 
and film, exponod 
bUt not developed, 
negative or positive 
Workinp, or proccssin~ that does 
not confer the status of 
ori giru.l ting products 
Manufacture from materials 
of heading No 32.04 or 
32.05 (1 ) 
Mixing of oxides or salts of 
Chapter 28 with extenders such 
as barium sulphate, chalk 
barium carbonate and satin 
white (1) 
ll!anufacture. ,from fro ducts of 
heading No 33.01 1) . 
Manufacture from products 
of heading no 37,02 (1) 
Manufacture form products 
of headfng No 37.01 (1) 
Manufacture from products 
of heading No 37.01 or 
37.02 (1) 
Wo1•king or pru..:essill(; ti.at. 
confers th~ st~tuR o~ orif.inatinr, 
products when the following 
conditions are met / 
~facture in which the value / 
of the products used does not i 
exceed r~% of the value of the 1 
fininhed product 
.. 
' 
Manufacture from maize or 
potatoes 
. 
(1) These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained fro~ products which have 
acauired the status of originating products in accordance with the conditions laid 
deW!-. in List B. 
Produ::ts ohtaibed. ;.--
~t':l:..t('>rr.·-.8-------------IWorking or proccssin!': that does 
~·arif"1' not confer the s::<tus of 
headiJi!; Description ori£?-nating pr.>ducts 
No 
)8.11 
38.12 
38.1) 
ex 38.14 
Disinfectants, insect-· 
icides, fu~r,ic~des, 
wceJ-killers, anti-
sproutinG products, 
rat poisona and simi-
lar products, put up 
in fonns or packings 
for sale by retail 
or as preparations 
or as articles (for 
example, sulphur-
treated bands, wicks and 
candles, fly-papers) 
Prepared glazings, 
prepared dressings 
and prepared 
mordants, of a kind 
used in the textile, 
paper, leather or 
like industries 
Pickling prepara-
tions for metal sur-
faces; fluxes and other 
au;:iliary preparations 
for soldering, brazing 
or welding; sold·3rine, 
brazing or welding pow-
ders and pastes con-
sisting of metal and 
other ~aterials; pre-
parations of a kind 
used as cores or coat-
ings for welding. rods 
and electrodes 
Anti-knock preparations, 
oxidation inhibitors, 
gum inhibitors, visco-
sity improvers, anti-
corrosive preparations 
and similar prepared 
additiv£2 for mineral 
oila, excludin~ prepared 
a~ditives for lubricants 
Working or processing that 
confers the othtuo of origirmting 
products when the followin~ 
conditions are mat 
llamtfacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used.does not exceed 
~ of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 5~ ot the value of the 
finiohed product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5~ of the value of the finished 
product 
-
l'ronuct ~ r~ h ~-ained 
Cus t orr.z 
Tariff 
head in~; 
r;o 
Description 
38.15 Prepared rubber 
ncc£·le-r<:<tors 
38.17 Preparations nnd 
charges for fire-
cxtinr:uishers; 
charBed fire-
extinguishing gren-
ades 
38.18 Composite solvents and 
thinners for varniuh-3s 
and similar products 
ex 38.19 Chemical products and 
prepnratiorm of the 
chemical or allied 
induotries (incbdill£: 
those consisting of 
~xtures of natural 
products), not else-
where specified or in-
cluded; residual pro-
ducts of the chemical 
or allied industries, 
not elsewhere speci-
fied or included, ex-
cluding: 
- Fm:el oil and Dippel' s 
oil; 
- N(lr·hthenic acids and 
their non-water-
coluble :.;alto, esters 
of naphthenic acids; 
- Sulphonaphthenic 
acids and· their non-
water-soluble salts; 
esters of sulphona-
phthonic aci~s; 
- Petroleum sulphonates, 
excluding petroleum 
sulphonates of all~&li 
rnetaJ.s, of W:t!'l·nrl.um 
or of ethanola::1ines, 
thiophenated s~1phonic 
acids of oils obtained 
from bitui!'.inou'J 
minerals, and their 
'salts; 
l!orki.n1; or proceos1 nr, tlu.t does 
not cc-ru·er the :Jtntus of 
originating produ~te 
Working or proce£'~;1 ng th1. t. 
cor:fcrfJ the Gtatu:J c!' c-rigi~·tting 
}lroducto when thu following 
conditions nrc met 
Manufacture in which th<:> value 
of the products usc-1 does not 
exceed 5~~ of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacturo in which the value. 
of the products used does not 
exceerl. 50>~ of the value of the 
finished prod~ct 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the prc-ducts used does not exceed 
5~ of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the producta used does not 
exceed 50% of tho value of the 
finished product 
.I 
P~oduct~ 0htaincu 
---·-.------------ \7orldii8 or pro.,oosing tbl9.t does 
...,_i:;i1.; l.c!:.:u not confer the Et.!ltUJ of 
Tariff DeocripUon originati~ proclucts 
befdi~ 
tiC• 
ex 38.19 
(~or.t~ d) 
- Mixed aU:ylbeazenee 
and n:i xed allcylnn-
phthnlcn~sl -
- Ion exchangera; 
- Catalyoto; 
- Gott!rs for vacuum 
tubes; 
- Refrhctory cementa or 
. mortars and similar 
pre:'paratioua; 
- Alkaline iron oxide 
for the purification 
of gas; 
-Carbon (excluding 
that in artificial 
graphite)~f heading 
No JB.01 of . 
metallo-graphit~ or .. 
other coQpounda, in 
the form of small 
plates, bare or other 
semi-&anufactures 
ex 39.02 Polymerisation products 
39.07 Articles of materials of 
the kinds described in 
headings Nos 39.01 
to 39.06 
40.05 Plates, sheets and strip 
of unvulca:U.eed natural 
or ~ynthetic rubber, · 
other than e~okecl sheets 
and crepe sheets cf 
hendine No 40.01 or 
40.02; granulea of un-
vulcanised n.'ltural or 
synthetic rubber co:n-
pounded ready for 
vulcanisation; u~vul­
canised M.tural or 
synthetic rubier, com-
pounded before o~ 
after coagulation 
either with carbon 
black (with or without 
the addition of ~ineral 
oil) or with silica 
(with or without the 
addition of mine~al 
oil), in any fo~, of 
a ldnd known as 
masterbatch 
Working or proceoni:-.oe thllt 
confers the otutus of ori#;in<l ting 
products. when the f •lllowing 
conditione are met 
Maaufaoture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 5~. of the value of the 
finished product 
Moumfacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 5~ of the value of the 
finished product 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 5~ of the value of the 
finished product 
Tariff 
hcaiing 
No 
41.08 
43.03 
44.21 
45.03 
48.06 
48.14 
Produn!' obtained 
Description 
Patent leather and 1~ 
itation patent l~athor; 
metallized leather 
~icles of furskin 
Complete wooden 
packing cases, boxes, 
crates, dru~a and 
similar packinga 
Articles of :oatural 
cork 
Paper ~~d paperboard, 
ruled, lined or 
squared, but not other-
wise printed, in rolls 
or ~heets 
wric~ng blocks, envel-
opes, letter cards, 
plain postcards, 
correspondence cards; 
boxes, pouches, 
~allets and writing 
compendiums, of pAper 
or paperboard, con-
taining only an 
asso1·tmont of paper 
stationery · 
3.( 
World.np, or procecnin.-~ that doo:;~ 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Making up from furokin in 
plates, crosses and sicilar 
forms (heading Ko ex 43.02) (1) 
Working or proccn~inr, that 
confers the status or originating 
products when the follo«ing 
conditions are met 
Varnishing or metcllizing of 
leather of headings Hos 41.C2 
to 41.07 (other than skin 
leather of crossed Ir~ian sheep 
and of Indian coat or kid, not 
further prepared t};~,n vegetable 
tanned, or if otherwise pre-
pared obviously un3uitable for 
immediate use in the manuf~cture 
of leather articles) in which the 
value of the skin leather u~ed does 
not exc~ed 50% of the value of 
the finished product 
Manufacture from boards not cut 
to size 
Manufacture from products of 
headino No 45.01 
Manufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products uaed does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product 
( 1) These prone1ons do not appJ.y where the product• are obtained from products which have 
acquired the status of or1ginating products in accordance with the conditions laid down 
in List B. 
}'rOdi\CtB 
~JI:ri:~.J.:J 
Tariff , 
hcarti~ 
No 
46.15 
48.16 
49.09 
49.10 
50.04 ( 1) 
50.06 <1> 
50.07 <1> 
cbtnined 
Description 
Other paper and 
paperboard, cut to 
size or chape 
Doxcs, bogs and 
other pack~~~ con-
tainers, of Pflper 
or paperboard 
Picture postcsrdc, 
Christmas and other 
picture grce:ting 
cards, printed by 
any process, with 
or without trimmings 
Calendars of ~~y 
kind, of paper or 
papcrboard, includ-
ing calendar b;ocks 
Silk yarn, other 
than yarn of noil 
or other waste silk, 
not put up for 
retail sale 
Yarn snun from silk 
waste other thnn 
noil, not put up 
for retail sale 
Yarn spun from noil 
silk, not put up 
for retail sale 
Silk yarn and yarn 
spun from noLl or 
other waste silk, put 
up for ret.Pi.l sale 
Imitation cr-t~~t 
of silk 
Working or processing that does 
not confer the sta·tuo of 
originating products 
Manufacture from products of 
hea.Ung No 49.11 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 49.11 
Workinp; or proccsllir>e t.t.at 
confers the st~tus .n· orieinating 
products whou th~ fullowing 
conditions 1u·u met 
~ufacture from paper pulp 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the productfl used d·oco not exoeed 
5~ of the value of the finished 
product 
Hnnufacture from products other 
than those of heading no 50.04 
~ufacture from products of 
heading No 50.03 
Manufac.ture from products of 
heading No 50.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading Nos 50~01. to ~0.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 50.01 or from products 
of heading No 50.03 neither 
carded nor combed 
Por yarn cor.~posed of t:;o or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of each o! the headings under which yarns of the other textile Qaterials of which 
the mi4ed yarn is compJsed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to ~ one or 
more r.~ixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 1~ of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated. 
. •. 
l;t;.;;t ):i.~~ 
'l'nri ff 
i1Mdir.r, 
l'n 
Description 
YkNen fn\.ric" of 
Eill: or of waste 
silk other titan 
noil 
50.10 (2 ) Woven fabrics of 
noil silk 
51.02 ( 1) 
51.03 ( 1 ) 
Yarn of man-1~ade 
fibres (continu-
ous), not put up 
for retail sale 
•tonofil, strip 
(artificial ztraw 
and the like) e~d 
imitation ea te,'Ut, of 
man-l!lade fibre 
materials 
Yarn of mf'.n-::tade 
fibres (continuous), 
put up for retail 
sale 
11 
Workinr or rroccssing that does 
not confer the status of 
ori~inating products 
~~---~--------------------===-~ 
Workin1~ or procc:Jsin1: that 
confers the stutus of c.rig:;.natinff 
products when tl".c following 
conditions are met 
ff.a.nufacture from products of 
heading Ilo 50.02 or 50.03 
Manufacture from products of 
heading. No 50.02 or 50.03 
Manufacture from cl:emical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
1) Por yarn composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of each of the head:i.ngs under which yarns of the other textne materials of which 
the. mixed yarn is compof.'ed would be clasoi!'ied. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
more tni>:ed textile materie.ls whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated. 
2) For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of each c.f the headings under which fabric of the other textile materials of which 
tte mixed fabric is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile materiels whose weight toes not exceed 10~ of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated. ~·;1is percentage shall be j.ncreased: 
(i) to 2~ where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible 
segments of polyetr.er, whether or not gimped, falling within headings· NoR ex 51.01 and ClC 58.07; 
(ii) to 30% where the rn~terial in question ia yarn of a width not exceeding 5·~m formed of n core 
consiEti~ either cf a thin strip of aluminiUD or .of a film of artificial plastic matrrir.l 
whether or not covered with aluminium powder, thio core havin~ been inserted and glued by means 
of a transparent or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material • 
Prooucts ob~>lned 
C•..1:o•oms 
!ariff 
t.earilng 
:;r) 
51.04 (') 
Description 
Woven fabricc of man-
made fibres (contin-
uous), includir..g 
woven fabrics of 
monofil or strip of 
heading No 51.C1 or 
51.02 
52.01 ( 1) lt!etl'-11ized yarn, 
beir~ textile yarn 
spun with metal or 
covered with metal 
by any. prcicess 
52,02 (2) Woven fabrics of 
metal thread or of 
mPtallized yarn, of 
a kind used in 
articles of apparel, 
as furnishin,-:; . 
fabrics or the like 
53.06 ( 1) Yarn of carded sheep's 
or lar4bs' wool 
(woollen yarn), not 
put up for retail 
sale 
53.07 ( 1) Yarn of combed 
sheep's or lambs' 
wool (woroted yarn), 
not pllt up for 
retail sale 
Workin~ or processing that does 
not confer the statu9 of 
orieinatir.g products 
Working or proceosing that 
confero the Etatus of ot·ir,innting 
products wil•m the fcllcwing 
conlii tionc arr :a.'t 
Manufacture from chcmicnl products 
or textile pulp 
¥enufacturo from chemical products, 
from textile pulp or from natural 
textile fibres, discQntinuous man-
made fibres or their waste, neither 
carded nor combed 
Manufacture from chemical products, 
from textile pulp or fz·om natural 
textile fibres, disconti.nuous can-
made fibres or their weato 
Manufacture from products of 
heading N~ 53.01 or 53.03 
Hnnufacture from »roducts of 
headi.Dg l1ol 53.01 or 53,03 
1) For yarn co~pooed of two o~ more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of each of the headi.:·~,;s under which yarns of the other textile roateri&ls of which 
the mixed y:lrn is cor.:posed wou:..d be classified, This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
:n:>re mixed textile r:::1tcrials whose weigllt doea not exceed 10:.' of the total weight of textile ILait'rials incorporated. 
2) For fnbri~s compo:;ed of two or more textile zuaterial.s, the conditions sho\\n in this list must also be 
met in rcopect of.each of the headings under which fabric of the other textile ~atcrials of which 
the mixed fabric i.s co1.1p:>s<:>d would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
:.;-:>re nixP.d textile ~.~ateria1.s whooe weight doeR not exceed 1~ of the total weight of textile 
:tateriale incorpo:·c.tcd. T:1is percentage shall be incre~sed: 
( j) to 20f. where t~.e oate~ie.l in question is yo.rn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible 
seements of pol.~·ether, whether or not gimped, falling within heedill8B No.s ex 51.01 and ex 58 .07; 
( 1 i) to 3~ where the material in question is yarn of a width not exceedine 5· mm formed of a core 
consi::;tir.g either of a thin strip of alWilinium or of u film of o.rtificinl plastic material 
wl:.,ther er nr>t covere:i with aluminium powder, this core having been ineertcd and glued by means 
of ~ tran£parent er coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic caterial. 
.. 
Products obtained 
Customs 
Tariff 
heading 
No 
55.05 C1> 
Description 
Yarn of fine a~imal 
hair (carded or 
combed), not put up 
for retail sale 
Yarn of horsehair 
or of other coarse 
animal hair, not put 
up for retail oale 
Yarn of sheep's or 
lambs' wool, of 
horsehair or of 
other animal h~ir 
(fine or coarse), 
put up for retail 
sale 
Woven fabrics of 
sheep's or lam~s' 
wool or of fine 
animal hair 
Woven fabrics of 
coarse animal hair 
other than horse-
hair 
Woven fabrics of 
horsehair 
Flax or rc.mie yarn, 
not put up for 
~etail sale 
Flax or ramie yarn, 
put up for retail 
sale · 
Woven fabrics of 
flax or of ramie 
Cotton yarn, not 
put up for retail 
sale 
31 
Workinr. or processing that does 
not confer the statuo of 
originating products 
Working or procescing that 
confers the status of originating 
products when the following 
conditions are met 
llanufacture from raw fine animal 
hair of heading No 53.02 
Manufacture from raw coarse animal 
hair of heading No 53.02 or from 
raw horsehair of heading No 05.03 
Manufacture from matsrials·of 
headings Nos 05.03 and 53.01 to 
53.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
headings Nos 53.01 ~o 53.05 
Manufacture from products of 
headings Nos 53.02 to 53.05 
Manufacture from horsehair of 
heading No 05.03 
Manufacture from products of headin~ 
No 54.01 neither carded nor combed 
or from products of heading No 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No' ,54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 54.01 or 54.02 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading llo 55 .01 or 55 .03 
1) Por yarn composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of each of the headings under which yarns of the other textile materials of which 
the cixed yarn is composed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile matericls whose weight does not exceed 10~ of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated, 
2 ) For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, tne conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of each of the headings under which fabr1c of the other textile materials of which 
the mixed fabric is r.ompoeed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile materiP~O whose weight does not exceed 1~ of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated, ~his percentage shall be increased: 
(i) to 2~ where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible 
segments of polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within heading~ Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58,07; 
(ii) to 30r. where ~he material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core 
consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or·or a film of artificial plastic material 
w!l.ether· or not. CO\'ered with aluminiu:n p;>wder, this core having been inserted and glued b;r means 
of a tra~sparent or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material. 
• 
Pro1~nts obtained 
l.."..tlltO:I;~ 
!'c:l•i!f Description 
ho~~tjin6 
~0 
55.06 ( 1) Cotton yarn, pat up 
for retail sale 
\Yorkinr or processing that does 
not ~onfer the ctatus cf 
originatint• products 
f 
Working or proccssin& tl'aet J 
confers the status of originating 
products when tl,e t'vllcw1ng 
conditions are c:~t 
Manufacture from materials of 1 
55.07 (2) Cotton gauze 
55:08 ( 2 ) Terry towelling and j 
similar terry 
fabrics, of cotton 
55.09 (2 ) Other woven fabrics 
of cotton 
56.03 
56.04 
J.!an,-made fibres 
(discontinuouc), 
not carded, combed 
or otherwi!le 
prepared for 
spinning 
Continuoun nia.-
ment tow for the 
manufacture of 
man-made fibres (discontinuous) 
Waste (inclurling 
yarn waote and 
pulled or ga-rr:etted 
rags) of man-~ade 
fibres (continu-
ous or discon-
tinuous), not 
carded, comb~d or 
otherwise prepared 
for spinning 
lrlan-made fibres 
(discontinuou! or 
waste), carded, 
combed or otherwise 
prepared for 
spinning 
heading No·55.01 or 55.03 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading N~ 55.01, 55.03 or ~5.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading No 55.01, 55.03 or 55.04 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from ch~mical products 
or textile pulp 
Kanufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical product•: 
or textile pulp 
-For yarn composed of two or more textile materials, the conditious shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of each of the headings under which yarns of the other textile materials of which 
the mixed yarn is compot>ed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any .one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated. 
.. 
(2) For fabrics composed of two or more textile mate1·ials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of e~ch of the headings under which fabric of the other textile materials of which 
the mixed fabric is componed would be classified. This rule, however, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile mater1als whose weight does not exceed 10% of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated. This percentage shall be increased: 
(i) to 2~ where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible 
segments of polyetter, whether or not gimped, falling within headings nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
(ii) to 30% where the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding ~mm formed of a core 
consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material 
whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and glued by means 
of a transparent or coloured glue between two·films of artificial plastic material. 
.. 
~ 
"' 
. 
Products obt:~ined 
Customs 
Tariff Description heading 
l!o 
56.05 <1> Yarn of man-u.ade 
. 
fibres (discon-
tinuous or waste), 
not put up for 
retail se.le 
56.06 <1> Yarn of man-made 
fibr.es (discon-
tinuous or was~e), 
put up for retail 
sale 
56.0'7 <2> Woven fabrics of 
man-made fibres (discontinuous or 
waste) 
···" 
57.05 ( 1> .. •.Yarn -of true hemp 
57.06 ( 1) Yarn of jute or of 
other textile oast 
fibres of heading 
No 57.03 
57:07 <1> Yarn of other 
vegetable textile 
fibres 
57.08 Paper yarn ,. 
.. 
57.09 <2> Woven fabrics ot 
true hemp 
4( 
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
· ·· W6'rk~ . or . processing that 
confers the str:1tu:s of orL•in~ting 
/ products when the f;,llo«i:;g 
conditions are r.et 
Manufacture from chemical ~roducts 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from chemical products 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture from products of 
headings Nos 56.01 to 56,03 
Manufacture from raw true hemp 
Manufacture from raw ;lute , ;jute. 
tow' or fr~ other raw textile tiast 
fibres of heading No 57.03 
Manufacture from raw vegetable 
·textile fibres of heading No · 
57.02 or 57.04 
Manufacture from products of 
Chapter 47, frQm chemical products, 
textile pulp or from natura1 
textile fibres, discontinuous man-
made fibres or their waste, neither 
carded nor combed · 
Manufacture from products of 
heading No 57.01 
For yarn composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of each of the headings under which yarns .of the other textile materiallrof which.._ 
the mixed yarn is composed would be classified, This rule, however, does not apply to aQr one or 
more mixed textile :naterials whose weight does not exceed 10,0: of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated, 
For fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, the condi tiona shown in this list must' also. be 
met in respect of each of the headings under which fabric of the other textile materials of which 
. the mixed fabric is cocposed would be classified, ~his rule, however, does not apply to an, one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 1~ of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated, fhie percentage shall be increased: 
(i) to 2~ where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible 
segments of polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headtng, Nos ex 51~01 and ex 58.07; 
(il) to 3~ where the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding ~mm formed of a core 
consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material . 
whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and glued b,r means 
of a transparent or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material. 
.--/ 
Products obtu.ned 
CuS~OIIS ., 
fa riff Description headi:llcl 
No 
57.10 (1) Woven fabrics of jute 
or of other textile 
bast fabrics of 
- heading No 57 .Ql, 
57.11 (1) Woven fabrics of 
other vegetable 
textile fibres 
57.12 Woven fabrics of 
. paper yarn 
58.01 (2) Carpets, carpeting 
and rugs, knotted (made up or not) 
58.02 (2) Other carpets, 
carpeting, rugs, 
ma~· and matting, 
and "Kelem", 
•schumacka• ·and 
•Xara.manie" ruga 
and the like (made 
up or not) 
Woven pile fabrics 
and chenille fabrics (other than terry 
towelling or simi-_ 
lar terry fabr~ca 
of cotton of 
heading No 55.08 , 
and fabrics of 
heading -NO 58.05) 
Narrow woven fabrics, 
and narrow fabrics (bolduc) consisting 
of warp without 
weft assembled by 
means of an. 
adhesive, othu· 
th~ goods-falling 
within heading No 
58.06 
't2 
Worki~ or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Working or proce9aing tt~t 
confers the statu~ ~f orir.inating 
producto when tl:e fcl.i.~Wlng 
conditions er• mat 
Manufacture from raw Jute,~Jate 
tow or froa other raw ts=uo ban 
~brea o~ heading No 57.03 • 
Ks.nufactllre. from mate ;:ials cf 
heading Bo ~7 .02 or ';'/.04 or troa 
coir yarn of heading Bo 57.~7 
Manufacture from paper, from 
chemical products, textile V~P or 
from natural textile fibres, 
discontinuous man-made fibres or 
their waste 
Kanufacturo from materials of 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 51.01, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55•01 to 
55•04, 56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 
57.04 
Manufacture from materials of 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 51.01, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 56.01 to 56.0), ·57.01 to 
57.04 or froz coir yarn of heading 
No 57.07 
Manufacture from materials of 
heading~ Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 5).01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03, 57.01 to 57.04 or 
from ~hemical products or textile 
pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
headings Nos 50.Q1 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.0) or 57.01 to 57.04 
or from chemical products or 
textile pulp 
Por fabrics composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this list must also be 
met in respect of each of the headings under which f-brio of the other textile materials of which 
the mixed fabric is composed would be clcssifiad. This rule, however, does not apply to ~ one or 
mora mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 1~ of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated. This percentage shall be increased: 
(i) to 2~ where the material in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible 
segments of polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headings Nos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
(ii) to 3~ where the material in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core 
consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a ~ilm of artificial plastic material 
whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted .and glued b,y means 
of a transparent or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material. 
(2) Por products composed of two or more toxtile ·materials, the conditions shown in this list ~~st also be 
met in respect of each of the headings under·which products of the other textile materials o! which 
the mixed product is composed would be classified. Thia rule, however, does not apply to ~ one or 
more mixed textile materials whose weight does not exceed 1~.of the total weight of textile 
materials incorporated. This percentage shall be increasedl 
(i) to 2~ where the product in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with. flexible 
segments of polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headinge Xos ex 51.01 and ex 58.07; 
(ii) to 3~ where the product in questio~ is yarn of-a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core 
consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artifici'al plastic material 
whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted and glued by means 
of a transparent or coloured glue between two f~lms of artificial plastic material. 
; 
ProductB 
/ 
obt,ined 
~"U&liOIIIC 
Tariff· 
headillG 
No 
58.06 ( 1 ) 
58.07 <1> 
58.08 <1> 
Description 
Woven labels, badges 
and the like, not 
embroidered, ir. the 
piece, in strips or 
cut to shape or 
size 
Chenille yarn (including flock 
chenille yarn), 
gimped yarn (other 
than metnllized yarn 
of heading No 53.01 
and gimped horsehair 
yarn); braids and 
ornamental trillllllings 
in the piece; 
tassels, pompons·and 
the like 
TUlle and other net 
fabrics (but not 
including woven, 
knitted or 
crocheted fabrics), 
plain 
TUlle and other net 
fabrics (but not 
including woven, 
knitted or 
crocheted fabrics), 
figured 1 hand or 
mechanically made 
lace, in the piece, 
in strips or in 
motifs 
58.10 Embroidery, in the 
piece, in strips or 
in motifs 
59.01 · ( 1') Wadding and articles 
of wadding; textile 
' flock and dust and 
111111 lie ps 
59.02 ( 1-) Pelt and articles 
of ~elt, whether or 
not impregnated or 
coated 
ex 59.02 (1) leedled felt, whether 
or not impregnated or 
coated 
'• 
.. 
' 
Working or processing that does 
not co~fer the ctatue of 
ori~inating products 
; 
: 
Working or p~ocessing that 
confers the atntua of origin.ltiag 
products when the followi;~ 
conditions nre met 
lrlanufa::ture from materials of 
headings Nos 50,01 to 50,03, 
53.01 to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 
55.04, 55.01 to 56.03 or from 
chemical products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
headiJ18S floe 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01to 
53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or frem chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or from chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50,03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or fro~ chemical 
products or textile pulp 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the product used does not exceed 
5~ of the value of finished product 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products or 
textile pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from. chemical products or 
textile pulp 
Manufacture from fibre or coctinuous 
po1Jpropyle~e filament of which the 
denomination of the filaments is 
less than 8 denier and of which the 
value does not exceed 4~ of the 
value of the finished product 
• ( 1 ) Por products composed of two or more textile materials, the conditions shown in this .list must also be 
met in respect of each of the headings under which products of the other textile materials of which .. 
the lllixed product is composed would be classified. This rule, hov1ever, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile materinls whose weight 1oee not exceed 1~ of the total weight· of textile 
· ·materials incorporated. This percentage shall be increased: 
(i) to 2~ where the product in question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible 
. segments of polyether, whether or not gimped, falling within headi.ng8 Nos ex 51.01 and ex 56.07 J 
(ii) to 3~ where the product in question is yarn of a width not exceeding ~ mm formed ot a core 
consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a filQ of artificial plastic material 
whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having be~ inserted and gluod by m~ans , 
of a transparent or coloured glue between two films of artificial plastic material. 
' . ;
.............. 
PrQduet~ obtained 
Customs. 
''fr.riff·· 
headinr 
t:o 
De:ocription 
·worki.NI or processing that does· 
. not confer tha status or 
origillating products 
59.03 ( 1 , ·Bonded fibre 
·· fab1·ics, similar 
: bonded yarn fabrics, 
end arti.cles of' 
such fabr·ics, 
whether or not 
imprecnated or 
coated 
~ .· ... 59.04 ( 1 ~ 
59.06( ,, 
59.07 . 
\ ·' 
59.09 
Twin"!' cordage' 
ropes and cables, 
plaited· or not 
Nets and netting 
made of twin~ , 
cordage or rope, 
L"ld made up 
fishing nets of 
J&rn, twine, . 
cordage or rope 
Other articles 
made from yam, 
twine, cordqe, 
rope · or cables, 
other than. textile 
fabrics and · 
articles mad& from 
such fabrics 
textile fabrics 
coated with gum or 
&JVlaceous sub-
stances of a kind 
used for the outer 
covers of books and 
the like; tratiDg 
~loth; prepared 
·painting canvas a 
buckrem and similar 
fabrics for hat 
foundations and 
s1milar uses 
Textile fabrics 
impregnated, c~ated·, 
covered or lamina-
ted with preparations 
of cellulose deriva-
tives or of other 
·artificial plastic 
materials 
Textile fabrics 
coated or impres-
nated with oil or 
preparations with 
a basis of drying 
oil 
19~ 10 ( 1) '· Linole\im and u.tenala 
··· prepared on a textile 
base in a similar 
JD8lU'ler to linole,_, 
whether or not cut to 
ai1ape o:t of a kind 
used as noor cover-
ings J floor ooverir2ga 
consisting of a ooatiDs 
applied on a textile · 
. base,· cut to shape 
or not 
/' 
. .. r 
Workir~ or proco3Eina that 
conten;a tb.e status of origiuatiDg' 
producto when tl,e rr..llowing 
con~itioaa are ~•~ 
lanutacturo either from natural 
fibre£ or from ·chemical procl\1cto 
or textile pulp 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products 
or textile pulp or from coir y~.­
of heading No 57.07 · · • 
Manufacture either from natural 
fibres or from chemical products 
or textile pulp or rrom.coir J&r.n 
of heading No 57.07 . 
llanufacture either from natural 
· fibres or from chemical products 
or textile pulp. or from ooir JarD 
of heading No 57.07 
lllaziufacture from Ja.rD 
' 
' 
i 
llamataoture from 1&m. 
. 
I 
: ... '.· 
Manufacture from J&rn 
I&Dufactare either ~rom 7arn or 
from textile fibres· · 
( 1 ) hr procluots oompoae4 of two or ao~e textile maten&JJ., the oondi ti~ ahowll in this list JIIU8t aleo be 
.:~ .. aet in respect of each of the headiDSB un4er whioh pro4uota of the other textile materials of wbioh 
". the mizad product is coaposed woul4 be classified •. this Nle, however, 4oes not appl7 to 811¥. one ~r 
•re lld.za4 textile materials whose weipt 4oes not expee4 1.~ of the total weipt of textile matuials 
. . iDcorporated. This ~ercenta&e shall be increased& 1 . . . . 
' . (1) t.o ~ where the produ.ct in question is 'y':U':l mad~ of polJ'Urethane segmented wit~ flexible · 
. ,",·~. aepenta of polyet~~r, whethJtr or not giaped, fal_lin8 within· headings Nos ex 51.01 &mci e:x 58•07; 
'lit)• to J~ whero the product 1D question is yarn of a w14th not exceeding 5 mm forme4 of a core 
· . · oouistiDS either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material 
whether or not cov!red with aluminium powderJ th,is core haVing beam inaerted and glued br m8aD8 
, of a transparent or coloured stue between twf films of artificial pl.asti~ ma?erial.o . ·· 
• 
... 
\ 
• 
Products 9htained 
CUstoms 
Tariff 
handing 
Nn 
59.11 
59.12 
59.13 ( 1) 
59.15 ( 1> . 
. 
59.16 C1) 
59.17 <1> 
'· 
. 
u Chafter 60 1) 
Description 
Rubb~rized textile 
fabrics, other 
tha.'l rubberl.Zed 
knitted or 
crocheted goods 
Textile fabrics 
otherwise impreg-
nated or coated; 
painted ca.'lvas 
being theatrical 
scenery, studio 
backcloths or 
the like 
Elastic fabrics 
and trimmincs (other·than 
knitted or 
crocheted gQods) 
consisting cf 
textile materials 
combined with 
rubber threads 
Textile hose-
piping and similar 
tubing, with or 
without lining, 
armour or 
accessories of 
other .materials 
Transmission, 
conveyor or 
elevator belts or 
belting, of 'textile 
material, whether 
or not strengthened 
with metal or other 
material 
Textile fabrics 
· and textile 
articles, of a kind 
commonly_uoed in 
machinery or plant 
Kn1 tted and cro-
cheted goods, 
excluding knitted 
or crocheted goods 
obtained b,y sewing 
or by the assembly 
of pieces of knittec 
or crocheted goods 
(cut or obtained 
directly to shape) 
Working or processing that does 
not confer the status of 
originating products 
Working or processing th·lt 
confers the stRtue or origi.lRUn, .. 
products when the follo1·:·.ng • 
conditions are ~et 
Manufacture from 7arn 
Manufacture from yarn 
Manufacture from single ram 
Manufacture from materials of 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 57.04 
or from chemical products Ql' 
textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 57.04 
or from chemical products or 
textile pulp 
Manufacture from materials of 
headings Nos 50.01 to 50.03, 53.01 
to 53.05, 54.01, 55.01 to 55.04, 
56.01 to 56.03 or 57.01 to 57.04 
,or from chemical products or 
textile pulp · -
Manufacture from natural fibres, 
carded or combed, from materials 
of headings Nos 56.01 to 56.03, 
from chemical products or textile 
pulp 
( 1) Por products comp~sed of two or more textile materials, the canditions shown in this list must also be 
mat in respect of each of the headings under which. products of the other textile materials of ~hich 
the mixed product is com'!)Otled 'i'11uld be :lassified. This rule, ~.owever, does not apply to any one or 
more mixed textile· Raterials whooe weight.-:d:oes not exceed 1~ of the total weight of textile 
, materials incorporated. This per~entage shall be increased: 
(1) to ~ where the product 1n question is yarn made of polyurethane segmented with flexible 
aepents of pol.yether, whether or not gimped, fall1ng within headings Nos e.x 51.01 md ex 58.07; 
(11) to J~ where the product in question is yarn of a width not exceeding 5 mm formed of a core 
consisting either of a thin strip of aluminium or of a film of artificial plastic material 
whether or not covered with aluminium powder, this core having been inserted IUld glued by means 
ot a transparent or colourecl glue between two films of artificial plastic material. 
! 
! 
a 60.02 
ez60.04 
: . 61.01 
a ,1.Ch 
a 11.02 
' 
.. · .. 
Description 
~orking or processtna tbat doss 
not confer the statu& of 
origtaattng products 
Gloves, m1 tteu 
8D4 mitts, knitted 
or crocheted, not 
elastic nor 
rubberized, obtain-
ed b7 sewtruJ or by 
the assemb:cy of 
.pieces of knitted 
or crochets~ goods (cut or obtained 
directl,y to shape) 
Stockings, under 
stockings, socks, 
ankleeocks, 
sockettes and the 
like, knitted or 
crocheted, not 
elastic nor 
rubberized, 
obtained by "aewing 
or by the assuably · 
· ot pieces of 
1m1 tted or cro-
cheted goods (out 
or obtained direct~ 
to shape) ' 
Under garments, 
knitted or cro-
cheted, not __ 
elastic nor 
zubberized, 
obtained by 
sewing or by the 
assemb~7 of pieces. 
of knitted or cro-' 
oheted goods (cut . ~ 
or obtained direct~ 
to shape) · 
Ol.lter garments 81\4 
other arti~les, 
kDitted or c~oc~ete4, 
not elastic nor 
zubberizecl, obtained 
b.J sewirts or bT· the 
assembly or pieces of 
knitted or crocheted 
goods (cut or 
obtained directl,y to 
shape) 
other articles, 
knitted.or crocheted, 
elastic or rJ.bbar-
ized (including 
elastic lmee-caps · 
and: elastic stockiDIS) 
~obtained b.r sewing or 
bJ .the aasem~l,y of 
pieces of knitted or 
crocheted goCJC!s (out 
or obtained 41reotlr 
to shape) . 
Jlell t S and bO"JS 1 
outer carments 
Pin reslat!Dg equip-
mat of cloth cove:re4 
'tir foU of alUIId.nisetl 
polyester . ~ · 
W•en • s 1 g:Lrls' ad 1Dfants . outel' se:r-
aats, aot embroidered 
P1re 1,"8sist1ns equ!~. 
mat of clo~:.t co'\r~:red 
b)' foil .of tLi.::."l;t'i!!i.:l:sd 
pol7ester 
I 1 
: . j' 
WorkiDS or procoaetDB that 
oonfers ~he status of ori~i~atiDS 
prcclucta when the .tollowiJJB 
cGPditioaa are met . 
llanufacture from yam ( 1 ) 
. 
-.mataotve trOll 7arD ( 1) 
llaDutacture fro• ram ( 1) 
~ufacture from 1~.(1) 
.,.... 
\ 
llallutact·&U'B from 7&1'A ( 1 ) 
Jlanufaoture from ram ( 1) c2) 
: ' 
llimutacture troa unooate4 olotl& ot 
wbich the vr:i.lue does Dot exceed 
· 4~. ot the val.U. of tlut ftzd.shed procluot ( 1) ~ (2) 
~ac~ from ;ram (1) (2) 
-.utacture of acoate4 cloth of 
which the value does not exceed 
40'fo of· the r.:Llue of the finichecl 
product ( 1) ( 2) 
( 1) tl'1iam1D&a an4 accessories Wled ( exol114ing l.1DiDp and illtsrlJ.Dlq) which c~a&Dse tariff heaUDs 4o aot 
. · nilove the originatiq atatua of the product obtaiJied it their we1Cht ~oea not exceed 1~ ot the .total 
. weiaht of all the teX'tiile materials illcorporatecl. · 
(2) fteee provisions do not apply where the procblots are ob~ trora pr1Dte4 f~brio ill aooo~oe · ' 
witb ,~ cOD41tiau Uow:l ill List B. · · 
.. 
Products obtained 
Customs 
tariff 
·hendir.t, 
t:o 
u 61.02 
61.04 
ex 61.05 
ex 61.05 
IX 61o06 
. 
Description 
Women'•• girls' and 
infanta• outer 
garments, , 
embroidered 
--Ken • e and boys • 
under garments, 
including collars, 
sbirt f'ronto and 
cniffs 
Women's, girls • 
and· infanta' under 
g~t.r~Denta 
Handkerch1e:s, not 
embroidered 
Handkerchiefs, 
embroidered 
Shawls, scarves 1 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and the like, 
not embroidered 
Shawls, scarves, 
mufflers, mantillas, 
veils and the like; . 
embroidered 
ties, bow ties 8114 · 
cravat a 
Collare, tuckers, 
fallals, bodice-
fronto, jabots, 
cuffs, tlouncoa, 
70kes and similar 
accessories. and · 
trillllllin&s tor 
women's and girls' 
garments, not 
embroidered 
Working or processing that doeo 
not confer tile status of 
originating products 
. 
Working or proceseing that 
confers the atatus of originating 
products when the followir.g 
conditions are !let 
Jlanutacture fl'OII fabrics, not 
ombroidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 4~ of the 1 
.alue of the tinished product ( ) 
llanufa~t'l2e nom unbleached singl~ 
7&rn ( )( )( ) 
Manufacture from fabrica, not 
embroidered, the value of·whioh 
does not exceed 40.; ot th1 vla].ue 
of the finished prQduct ( ) 
Manufacture from un'bleached aiUle 
· ;ram of' natural textiU fibres or 
diecontinuous man-made fibrea or 
their waste, or from che~cal2 products or textile pulp (1)( ) 
llanutaoture from fabrica, not 
embroidered, the value of which 
doea not exceed 4~ of th, value 
of the finished product ( ) 
llanufacture from yarn ( 1 )( 2) 
lluuafacture from yarn ( 1 )(~) 
( 1) !riDDing& and accessories used (ucluding linings 8114 interlining) which ch&Dge tariff headiD.,g do 
not remove the originating status of the product obtained if their weight does not exceed 1~ 
of the total weight of all the textile materials incorporated. ' 
(2)' fheae provisions do not appl;r where the producta are obtained froa printed fabric in ~oordaace 
· ·wtth the conditions shown in List B. · 
cl> jar products obtained from two 9r more textile !Ul~eriala. this ruleJoe~...not ·~y to one or more 
· . of thf mixed textile materials 1f its or their we1ght does not exce 1~ of 'fil~otil 
weight of all the··textile 11ated&ls incorporated. · · 
. . 
-------~------------~~----------------~----~------------~,~ Products obtained 
cus1.oms 
fc.riff 
h'!"l-ding· 
N'o 
ex 61.08 
61.09 . 
61.10 ''· 
IX 61.10. 
I 
6;1;11 
Description 
Collars, tuckers, 
fallals, bodice-
fronts, jabots, 
cuffs, flounces, 
yokes and si:ni-
lar accessories 
and trimmings 
for women's and 
girls' garments, 
embroidned · 
Corsets, corset-
belts, suopender-
. belts, brassieres, 
braces, suspenders, 
garters and the 
like (including 
such article3 of 
knitted or cro-
cheted fabri.c), 
whether or not 
elastic 
Gloves, mittens, 
mitts, stockings, 
socks and so:kettea, 
not being knitted 
or crocheted goods 
lire resistant 
equipment of cloth 
covered b,r foil of 
aluminised pol7eater 
Zade up accessories 
for articlep of ' 
apparel (for exampl~ 
dress shields, · 
shoulder and other 
pads, belte, lllUffa, 
sleeve protectors, 
pockets) 
Working or processing that does 
not confer the otatus ot 
originating products 
Working or proccsol~ thet 
confers the status of ~rir,in~ti~ 
products wileu th t .:.llo~li ~g \ . 
1ccnditiona Lre ~et 
l!anuta.eture fr011 fabrics, no-c 
embroidered, tha value of which 
does not exceed 40~~ of thq value 
of the finished product (1) 
Manufacture of uncoated cloth of 
which the valuo does not exceed 
4~ of the value of the ~inished 
product (1 ) ( 2 ) 
llanufacture from 7&1'11 ( 1 )(2) 
- .. ~ 
-( 1) Trimmings and accessories. used (excluding linings and interlining) which change tariff heading do 
not remove the originsting status of the product. obtained if their weight does not exceed 1~ of the 
total weight of all the textile materials incorporated. · 
(2)· These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained from p7inted fabric in accordance 
with the conditions sho~ in List B. 
.• 
,. 
--------------------------------------
Customs 
'l'ariff · 
heading 
llo 
Products obtained 
Deacrirtion 
62;01 Travelling rugs and 
blankets 
ex 62.02 Bed linen, t~ble linen, 
toilet linen an~ kitchen 
linen; curtains and other 
t\lmishin!.': 11:rticles; not 
ebroidered 
ex 62.02 Bed linen, table lir.cn, 
toilet linen and kitchen 
linen; curtains and other 
fUrnishing articles; 
etnbroid!!red 
62.03 S~cks and b~gs, of a.kind 
used for the packing of 
goods 
62.04 Tarpaulins, sails, 
awnings, RUn-blinds, 
tents and cP~pine goods 
62.05 Other made up ~e7.tile 
Prticles .( includiJ'!4 dress 
pattern.s) · 
64.01 Footwear with outer soles 
and uppers of rubber or 
artificial plastic 
material 
' '. 
PootweP.r with outer soles 
of leather or composition 
\eet1-:er; f'ol'lttl'.!"lr ( ot~l'!r 
than footwe~r fnllin.w, 
\V!thin he!ldine l'!o 64.01) 
with outer soles of rubber 
or·artificiAl nlastic 
materil'l · 
Workin~ or ~ror.essin~ that doen 
not confer the status of 
or18inatine products 
Manufacture·~rom'assemblie9 of 
\tpper~ Pffixed to inner sole!\! or 
to othPr nolecc~pon~nt.s, but 
without outer-' soles, of ney 
mnterir>l except metal 
ll::>nufnctlire from assemblies of 
u.,.,P.rs pffixed to inner AoleA or 
t~·other sole compon~n~~. ~·t 
wi~no•.tt outer soles, of 1\1\Y 
mat~riPl except netnl 
64.03 Poot~ear \dth outer soles r~acture from assemblie~ of 
of wood or c~rk • uppers affixed to inner soles 
or to other sole coml)onents, 
but without outer MiP.s, of t>ny 
material except met11l. 
Working or ~rooe~ein~ t.h•t 
contera the atama of oriJ;iMtiDc 
products when the f~llowin~ 
conditione are ••t 
Manufacture fro. unhlP.ech~d ~m 
ot Chapter. '0 to 56 (1)(2) 
Manuf11.oture fi'OIII unblea~ed 
single ram (1)(2) 
Manufacture from fabrics, not · 
embroidered, the value of which 
does not exceed 4~ of the 
value of the finished product 
Maautacture from chemical 
products, textile pulp or from 
n~tural textile fibres, 
diseontinuoue man-made fibrea 
or their waste (1)(2) 
Nanufacture frOM sin~le 
unbleached yarn (1)(2) 
Manufacture in which the value 
ot the pro~ucts URed does r.ot 
exceed 4~; or the value of the 
finished ~roduct · 
\' 
. 
(1) Por products obtained from two or more textile materinls, this rule does not. epply to one or ~ore or 
·the mi~ed .textile materiPls if ita or their weight doea not exceed 1~ of ~he total weitbt of all 
th!' textile uterial• incorporated. · _ • 
( 2) Theae.provisions do not apply where the prfducts are obtained from printed fabric in Rccordance wit~ 
'
1 
the condi tiona llhown in list B. 
. .. 
l 
Customs 
Tariff 
he~~ing 
74.03 
74.04 
74.05 
74.06 
74.07 
74.08 
74.09 
74.10 
Producto obtntn~d 
Description 
Wrought bars, rods, 
engles, ohap?s and 
sections, of copper; 
copper wire 
Wrought plates, sheets 
and strip, of copper 
Copper foil (whether or 
not embossed, c_ut to 
shape, perforated, 
ooated,· printeJ, or 
backed with paper or 
other reinforcing 
material), of a 
thickness (excluding 
any backing) not 
exceeding 0.15 ~m 
Copper powder and 
flakes 
TUbes and pipes and 
blanks therefor, of 
copper; hollow bars ot 
copper 
TUbe and pipe fitti~s 
(for example, joints, 
elbows, sockets and 
flanges), of copper 
Reservoirs, tanks, 
vats and similar 
container~, for ~V 
material \Other th~~ 
compressed or 
liquified gas), of 
copper, of a capaci'ty 
exceeding 300 1,. 
whether or not lined 
or heat-insulated, 
but not fitted with 
mechanical or 'thermal 
equipment 
Stranded wire, cables, 
cordage, ropes, 
plaited bands ~d the 
like, of copper wire, 
but excludin€ 
ineulated electric 
wires and cables 
Working or procrssing t~nt doos 
not confer the stnt•ls of 
originating products 
Working or proeesPinr thRt 
confers the st£Lt~.La of origiroating 
pr~ducts when thP. follt•"ing 
conditione are met 
Manufacture in which the value of 
. the products usod docm not exceed 
5~ of the value o! the finished 
product ( 1 ) · 
Msnufacture.in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5Q% of th~ value of the finished 
product ( 1 ) . 
Manufacture in whieh the value of 
.the producto used doe~ not excee! 
50~ of the value cf the finished 
product (1) 
Jfanutaoture in which the value of 
the prod~cts used does not exceed 
5~ ot th~ value of the finished 
product (1) 
'· lfamataoture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5~ of thy value of the finished 
product ( ) . 
Manufacture in which the value ·ot 
the products used does not exceed 
5~ of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
.Kanufacture in which the value of 
the products used doea not 
exceed 5~ of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
! 
~ufaoture in which the value of 
the products used dose not exceed 
5~ of the value ot the finished 
product (1) 
( 1) These provi:Jicns do not apply where the products are obtained trom products which have acquired the 
status of originating products in accordance with the conditions laid down in List B. 
., 
-----------~~~~--..-
CllStUL~!ot 
Tu riff 
head in~ 
No 
74.11 
74.12 
74.13 
74.14 
74.15 
74.16 
74.17 
74.18 
Products obtninnct 
Description 
Gauze, cloth, grill, 
ncttir.g, fencir:.,;, re-
inforcine fabri•' end 
similar mate •ials 
(including e.1dlcss bands), 
of copper wire 
Expanded metal, of 
copper 
Chain and parts thereof, 
of copper 
Nails, tacks, staples, 
hook-nails, spiked 
cramps, studs, spikes 
and drawing pins, of 
copper, or of iron or 
steel with heads of 
copper 
Bolts and nuts 
(including bolt ehds 
and screw studs), 
whether or not threaded 
or tapped, and screws 
(including screw hooks 
and screw rings), of 
copper; rivets, cotters, 
cotter-pins, washers 
and spring washers, of 
copper 
Springs, of copper 
Cooking and heating 
apparatus of a kind 
.used for domestic 
purposes, not 
electrically 
operated, and parts 
thereof, of copper 
Other articles of a 
kind cocoonly used for 
domestic purposes, 
sanitary were for 
indoor use, and parts 
of such articles and 
ware, of copper 
Working or processing that doeo 
not confer the sta~1s of 
originating products 
Working or proces•1~ that 
:onfers the ut'ltus of r.:·iiCinatiNt 
products when th~ followins 
conditions are met 
Manufao~~re in which the value 
of the products uoed does not 
exceed 5~ of the yalue of the 
finished product ( ) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 5o% of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the producto used does not 
exceed 5~ of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
~anufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50~ of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
exceed 50% of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Xanufaoture in which the value 
of the products used does not 
' exceed 5o:' of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used doeo not 
exceed 5~ of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value 
of the products used does no~ 
exceed 5~ of the value of the 
finished product (1) 
( 1 ) These provisions do not apply where the products are obtained from products which have acquired the 
statue of originatill8 products in aooordance w1 th the oODdUions laid down ill Liat B. 
• 
Cu:.;torns 
Tariff 
heo.dinr, 
!!o 
74.19 
75.02 
75.03 
75.04 
75.06 
Prcducto obtnined 
Description 
other articles of copper 
Wrought bars, rods, 
nngleo, shapes ar.d 
sections, of nickelJ 
nickel wire 
wrought plates, sheets 
and strip, of nickel; 
nickel foil; nick~l 
powders ·and flakes 
Tub::s and pipes and 
blanks therefor, of 
nickel; hollow bars, and 
tube and pipe fitting3 (for example, joints, 
elbows, sockets and 
fi&ll&&B), of nickel 
Electro-plating anodes, 
of nickel, v~rought or 
unwrought, including 
those produced u,y 
electrolysia 
Other articles of 
nickel 
Wrought bars, rqds, 
angles, shapes and 
sections, of 
aluminiumJ aluminium 
wire 
Wrought plates, sheets 
and strip, o~. aluminium 
Alwninium foil (whether.or not embossed, 
out to shap~, perforated, 
coated, printed, or 
backed with p~per or 
other reinforcing 
material), of a thickness (excluding any backing) 
not exceeding 0.20 m& 
Aluminium powders and 
flakes 
j'lf 
l'lorking or proeonf)ing that does 
not confer the &tetus of 
originating products 
i 
Working or p~ocessir.g that 
confero the statu~ of o::-i~i.nnting 
products when the following 
conditione are met • 
Manufacture in w~ich the value of 
the pro:lucts u3ed doe.~ no<; "lXcF.;d 
5o:' of the value of the fi.niahed 
product (1) 
Manufact1.1re in which the v,Uue of 
the products u~ed does not exce9d 
5o:' of the value of the finished 
product ( ·1 ) 
Eanufacture in which the value of 
the products uead does not exceed 
5o:' of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
Manufacture in "hicb the value of 
the products used noes not exooed 
:5Q% of the value of the finished 
·product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products us3d does not exceed 
5~ of thy value of the finished 
product ( ) . , 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceP.d 
5o:' of the value of the finished 
product ( 1 ) · · 
MP~ufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
·the products used does not exceed 
5~ of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
:the products used does not exceed 
5~ of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture 1J1. which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
'5~ of the value of the finished 
product 
( 1) These provisions do ~ot apply where the products are obtained from products which have acquired the 
status of o~iginating products in aooordanoe with th~ conditions laid down in List B. 
·-
.. 
1::...-
Cus t:J'":: 
tariff 
headint": 
No 
76.06 
76.10 
Products obt~ined 
Description 
TUbes Slid pipee '!Ild blar..ks 
there!or, of al~ini~; 
hollow bars of al.umiru.um 
~~be and pipe fittings 
(!er ex~r:e, joints, 
elbows, soc.t,;--:;s e.n1 
flanges), o~' a.lumini= 
Stn1etures, com'Olete nr 
incomplete, whe~ter or 
not assem'olsl, ur.d parts 
of str~ctures (for 
ex~>.nrple, b.Bllg!l.t":3 ;,.nd 
other buil:hr:F,:l, bridges 
and bridge-sections, 
towers, lattice c:.a~1ts, 
roofs, roofir. .. ~ fra.-~9-
work:;, d~or and v;i.:;l:~' 
frames, balustr~deJ 1 pillers a.nd ·~o:'l.'!'.!lJJ, of 
alu.:lliniUI:l; plat=d, rod3, 
angl!s, shapes, oee~:ons, 
tubes and the like, 
prepe.r~·d f~r w~>.• in 
st~ctures, of a~~iui~~ 
Reservoirs, tanks, vats 
and simil,l: c~n'1ia11lerl'l, 1 
for 8I!;f ma ~er::.ru. \ ,1 ~:: .. ~r l 
than compressel\ or i 
liquified go.s), of I 
alumini=, of a cu~acity j 
exoeed1~ )vv :.. , w.1tHher I' 
or n.Jt l!.~cd ·~r =·~ilt 
insulated, but r.,:, t ~i ~- ,,,,J j 
with mechanic~ er the~ual 
e~uipmen't 
i 
Casko, druma, e~~~. ?oxea i 
and similar c·Jr,t·.lin•n·3 i 
(including ri.-~ld :1:.:1 1 
collapaibla t'..li:.l:L:.Jr I 
containera), :;:t: al= ' .. '.;'.·~, 
of a description· o:>=•Jr.ly I 
used fer tr.e co::lV9Jtt:;.c•l I 
or packillg of go..:i:t 
76.11 • Containers of aluminium 
fer <::•j!lr;:~r·~lse1 or 
liqt.if'\.;::1 g3:3 
- -· 
·-
. . 
JJ 
Working or processing that does 
not confer t~c status of 
originating products 
.......... 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of originating 
products when the following 
conditions are met 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 5o% of the value of the finished 
prod:uct · 
Manufacture in which the value ot 
the products used does not exceed 5o% of the value of the finished· 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 50% of the value of the finished 
product · 
Manufac~..1re in which the vaiue of 
.the products used does not exceed 50% of the value of the finished 
product 
--
Manufacture in which the val.ue of 
the products used does not exceed 50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the 'lfaluA- of 
the products used does not exceed 50% of the value of the finished 
product • 
•. 
• 
• 
• 
:.:·._ 
-
Gu;.:;t'-'"':s 
T~riff 
hendi!'ll': 
·~ .J 
76.12 
... 
76.14 
76.15 
-· 
-· 
76.16 
77.02 
77.03 
Description 
Strn.nl£-d wire, c::~bla:;;, 
cord~~c, rope3, pln1teJ 
bando ~;d th~ like, of 
alwcim.= ...-L·e, t;.~t 
exclud; n~ in:;•..1l:l ted 
electric wires and cables 
Gauze, clot~, ~rill, 
nettinG, rgi;-,forcing 
fabric and s~iler 
mater~~l:;;, of aluoini~a 
wire 
Expanded ectal, of 
aluminium 
Arti :1 es of a kin<l ~or.-.monl:. 
used f?r r.o~e~tic 7Ur~~£cs, 
sa.."li t'l:-y m1re for ir.dcor I 
use, ~~d p~rts of ~uch 
articles r~d w~re, of 
alur.ini;.~r.l 
Other articles of 
alUllliniu::l 
~rought bnrs, rods, 
angles, shapes and 
sectic.:1o, :>:. ·"r,s::esiu::q 
macn'!siu;;: wire; v.-:-oa.gl:t 
pl~tes, sheets u:.d 3trip, 
of c!lg:neoiu:n; rr:a.'llesiu:n 
foil; raap~~;n ar.d 
shavin~ cf unifo~ size, 
powders ~d flakes, of 
magnesiu::q t'..1l::es ana 
pipes EU:d blanks therefor, 
Of ltag:lC3ll.::ll i hollOIY 
bars of magnesiWOI 
Other articles of 
magne si w:1 
Wrought bars, rods, 
nnglcs, stapes end 
sections, of lead; lead 
wire 
Workin~ or proc~c'-in~ that does 
not confer the sta~ua of 
.originating products 
Worki!':?, or pr?cef'sin~ that 
co:!fers t!'le s-::tt'..ls ;,? ori;i:la.tir.e 
J:r.>ducts when tr.~ f!lllclling 
conditions are met 
Me.nufa::ture in w!:ic~ the value cf 
t~e products used does ~ot exce~d 
5~ of the value of the !inisned 
product 
Manufncture in which ~he value of 
the pr~ducts used does not exceed 
5~~ of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the nroducts used does not P.xceed 
5~ of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
th:! r-:·o:iucts used d:>es not exceed 
5Q% of the value of the finished 
product; 
fJanufncture in wHo~ the V:!lue of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
i!ar.ufacture in y;hich the value of 
the nroducts use:!. does not exceed 5~ of the value of the finished 
product 
~anufec~Jre in which the value of 
the prod~cts used does not exceed 
50% of tr.e value of the finished 
product 
~ar.ufacture in whi~h the value of 
the prod~cts used does not exceed 
5~~ of ~he value of the finished 
product (1) 
( 1) Theee proviSlC:1:l do r:ot apply w~ere the products are obtair:ed fro:n ~ro:iucts which ha•re acquired the 
• atat~s of oriGinating products 1r: accordance with the cond1tions lald down in List B • 
• 
I 
I 
· Product~ oht"li:-:.'d 
~~;":"•t,~s:-::t~o:-:~-.s~r---------------i w.,rki:t.~ or proc:essint: that does 
Tanff not confer t•.~ st::tus of 
headin.;t 
·. !!o 
-,·_ f' 
78.05 
...... 
19 .• 02. 
79.03 
79.04 
79.05 
79.06 
·- .... 
Desc.ription originnt1ng products 
Wrou~ht plat~s:· shee~ 
.strip, of lend 
I . -
Lead !oil (whether or not 
erJbo:~sC!d, cut tJ ~hape, 
perforated, co~ted, 
printed, or bnc:~ed with 
papet- or other 
reinforcine caterial), of 
a weight (exclu!ia~ ~~ 
backing) not exceedin~ 
1700 kym2;· lead powders 
and fla:<es 
Tubes and pipes and 
blanks therefor, of lead; 
hollow bars and tube Rn:i 
pipe fittin~s (for 
example, joints, elbows, 
sockets, fln11ges and 
S-bends} 
Other articles of lead 
Wroueht bars, rods, 
angles, shapes and 
sections, of :inc; zinc 
wire 
Wrought plates, sheets 
and ritrip, of z:i::.c.; zinc 
foil; zinc pow.:!cr~ and 
flakes 
Tubes and pipes and 
blanks theref?r, of :inc; 
hollow bars, 11!:1·.! t'..tbe and 
pipe fitti::.ga {for 
exanple, joints, elbows, 
sockets and flanges), of 
zinc 
Gutters, roof ca'pping, 
skylight fre:lies, and 
other fabricated 
buildine components, of 
zinc· · • · 
Other articles of zinc 
.... 
Worki~ or processir~ that 
confers th'! ct:tttas ·J! ·'"i :·mc.":i!:~ 
products wl:~r. thll 1oll~win'.: 
conditicno are met 
U.anufacture in which the value of 
the projucts used does r.ot ex~e~d 
50;' ilf the vill.ue of the !inishe.t 
product (1) 
Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used ~oes not exceed 
5o.:' of the value of the finished . 
product ( 1) .. 
.• 
.. 
Manufacture in which the value of 
, the products used does not exceed 
50:: of the value of the finished 
product (1) 
. Manufacture in Ylhich the value of 
; the products used does not exceed 
; 50:~ of the value of the finished 
l product ( 1 ) 
i ll:anufacture in which the value of i the products used does not exceed 
5~~ of the value of the finished 
product 
.Manufacture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
product 
Manufacture in which the value of 
:the products used does not exceed 
50% of the value of the finished 
; product 
I ,. 
I ..... 
I • • •• • • • ·~ • • 
. .. ; -- .. . I~ ~ '). ~ ~ ~ . ~ ,. . ~ --. ..~ . ~ .... ~ ~  
: t!aliu!acture in which the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
50p of the vclue of the finished 
product 
! •. ~ ..... f • -
' :-·· .------. ,. 
:Manufacture in which the value of 
:the products used does not exceed 
.5~ of the value of the finished 
:product • 
I· 
! 
" 
h d t are obtai:ned from products which have acctuired the {T) 1'hese provisions do not apply where t e pro uc a the co-.. 1t1ons laid down in List B. 
status of origir~ting products in accordance with ~ 
., 
-··~ 
•. 
.. 
Products obtained ~~~--~----------~------------~~orking or processing t~~t does 
Clls1ioma . not confer the status of 
., 
~itt ~h_•;w!c~1Dg~·--~------D-o_s_c_r_1_p_t_l_on---------4~---o-r_i_g-in_~_t_i_n_g __ p_1~--d-uc_t_s ______ ~------------~------------------~~ 
Working or processtna that. 
cor.ters the status of o!'iginatille 
products.when the following 
conditions are met 
_80.03 
WJ'OU8ht bars, rods, angles 
shapes and aeotions, of 
tin; tin wire 
Wrought plates, sheets 
and strip, of tin 
80.04 tin foil (wh~ther or not 
embossed, c~t to shape, 
perfcrated, ccated, 
printed, or b.'lc:o{erl. with 
paper or other rein-
forcing materird), of a 
weight (excluding any 
backi~) not exceed1ng 
1 kg/m .. ; tin powders 
and flakes 
80.05 Tubes a."ld pi pes and 
blanks therefQr, of tin; 
hollow bars, and tube 
and pipe fi ttin·!!< (for 
example, joints, elbows, 
sockets arid flanges), of 
tin 
Interchangeable t~~ls 
• tor hand tools, !Jr 
machine tco!s or f;r 
1
. 
power-operated ha!'l.j · 
tools (for exu:-,p:e, !'~r · 
pressing, stamping, drll-
ling, tappi!.g, threaci.i.n~; 
boring, brortcr.ing, 11!111- 1 
ing, cuttin~, tu.-lling, ! 
dressing, J:lortic:!:al!: or l 
acrewd~iving),·includ­
ing dies for wir~ 
drawing, extrusion dies 
for cetal, and rock 
drilling bits 
82.06 Knives a."ld cuttin.:t bladeaJ 
for maohina3 or f~r • I 
mechanical applianc~s · 
Manufacture in which the Y&l.ue ot 
the products used does aot ezceed 
5~ of the vQlue of the 'f1n1ehed 
-product 
llanufacture in· wbich the Y&l.ue ot 
the products used does not exceed 
5~ ·Of the value o'f the tinisbe4 
product 
Manufacture in which the value ot 
the products uaed does not exceed 
5~ of the value of the f1n1she4 
product 
Manufacture ·.in whic:tl the value of 
the products used does not exceed 
5~ of the value of the finished 
'product 
Wo.rking, processinc or assembly in 
which the value of the materials and 
parte used does not exceed 4~ of 1 the v~ue of the finished p::-oduct ( 1 
\' 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the materiale and 
par.ta ·used does not exc·eed 4~ of 1 the value of the finished product ( ) . 
( 1 ) These provisions do not a!)ply '"',Jre t!\'l products are . obtained from products which have acquired the 
s~atua of originating products :tn accordance with the oondi tions ~aid down in List B. 
·;. 
-.... 
~--
--·· . 
. , 
.. 
.. 
froducts ob~ained 
Cuutoms 
Tariff Description 
be a~~ 
ex _ Boilers, ::~achinery and 
Chapter mechani~al appli~caa and 
84 parts thereof, exclud1ng 
refriceratoro and 
refrigerating equipment (electrical and o~hor) (No 84.15) and sewing 
machine a, 1n~ 1.uding 
1U1'Di ture epeciall;y 
designed for se~ing 
machines (ex No 84.41) 
84.15 Refrigerators t'.nd 
refrigerating equipment (electrical and other) 
ex 84.41 Sewing machines~ includ-
ing furniture for sewir.g_ 
machines 
! JtortiDg or l•NC.3S i.IIS tb~t Working or p·rocessing 'l;a11t uo.-,a ~· confers tiHe .a~·~us .;! orig:i.n!&tiDB 
not confer the sto::n;.;: oi . products when the followiJIS · 
originating produ~ts conditions ar~ m1t 
Working, processing ~r aaeembl~ tn 
which the value or the •teriala 
and pa~s used does n?t excetd 4~. 
of th~ value ot the finia!led · · 
product " 
Worki~, processing or assemblJ in 
which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts ~sed 
does not exceed 4~ of the value of 
the finished.preduc~, and pl'ovided 
that at least 5~ in value of .the 
materials and parts (1) used are 
originating products 
I 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non-
·Originating materials and pe.rta used 
does not exceed 4~ of the value of 
the finished product, and provided 
that: 
(a) at leaat 5~ in value of the · 
materials and parts (1) used for 
the assembly ot the head ·(motor 
excluded) are originating pro-. 
ducts., and. 
(b) the thread tension, crochet and 
zigzag mechanisms e.re originating 
products 
(1) In determining the value of products, materials and parts, the following must be taken into account• 
(a) 
(b) 
in respect of ~riginating producto, materiala·and parts, the first verifiable price paid, 
in case of sale, for the said products on the territory of the co~r,y wfiere working, 
. procassiD& or assembly io carried out; · 
in resllect of products, materials and parte other than thoae referred to Wlder (a.), the 
"Drovislons of Article 4 of this Protocol determining: 
(i) the value of imported products, 
(ii) the·value of pro~cts of undetermined origin • 
Products obtained l I 1--lcu~s~t~o·;u~s~.,..--,------------;·workiag or proces!lir.g ";itat d·J!!s , 
'l'ariff not confer the ctatul1 o: 1 
heading Daocription originating ,roductJ 1 
!'{I'll. 
ex 
Chaptero 
85 
- &,.14 
85.15 
Phapter 86 
Electrical machinery and 
·equif!:lent; parts thereof; 
excludi~~ products of 
heading :lo 85.14 or 85.15 
Microphones and stands 
therefor; loud!lpeakers; 
aw!io-frequeacy electric 
amplifiers 
Radiotelegraphic and 
radiotelephonic trans-
mission and reccpticn 
appat~tus; radiocroadcast-
ing and television 
transmission and reception 
apparatus (including · 
receivers incorporating 
eoUnd recorders or 
reproducers) ~~d tele-
vision c~eras; radio 
navigational aid 
apparatus, radar apparatus 
and radio remote control 
apparatus 
Railway and tramway loco-
motives, rolling-stock 
and parts thereof; rail-
way and tr:!!lr.way track 
fixtures and fittings; 
traffic signalling equip-
ment of all kinds (not 
electrically powered) 
~-
Working ~r pc~ccJSlnf. that 
confers t'.~ stc.t~ts c!' ori~inating 
pr:>Juct"l whe.1 t!•ot following 
conditiona are met 
Working, processi~g or assembly in 
whicl' t;,e value of thF,! non-
O"t":.gi!'lating material and parte used 
do not exceed 4~ of the value of 
the fiuished product 
Working, processing or assembly in 
whic~ the value of the non-
Ol'ii;inating m:1tcrials and parts 
uee·l does ·not exceed 40% of the 
value of tr.e finished product, an4 
provided that: 
(a) 
(b) 
at least 5~ in value of the 
materials and parts (1 ) used 
are originating products,, an4 
the value of the non-
originating transistors used 
does not exceed 3~ of the2value of the finisr:ed product ( ) 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 4~ of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that: 
(a) at least 50% in vnlue1of the materials and parts ( ) used 
are or:g1nating products, and 
(b) the value of the non-
Qriginating transistors used 
does not exceed 3~ of the2value 
of the finished product ( ) 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the materials 
and parts used does not·exceed 4~ 
of the value of the finished 
product 
1) In detemining the· value of products, materials and parts, the following must be taken into account• 
(a) in respect of crir,i::1ating products, materials and· parts, the first verifiable price paid, 
in case of sale, for tr.e aaid products on the territory of the country where workin~r, vrocessirur 
or assem~ly is carried out; . 
())).in respect of products; materials and parts, other than those· referred t~ under (a), the vroviaions 
of Article 4 of this Protocol determining: 
(i) the value of imported products, 
(ii) the value or products of undetermined origin. 
2) !hie percenta,ie is not cWIIIllative wi:Gh the 40%. 
... 
'· 
··. 
.. .., ' Gl 
· p-_.~oduots obtained·· 
~~~~--~------~------~~----~~Working or processing that does 
CUstoms : , · ... ·~· not confer the stat•1s of I 
· Tarif:t'' ·j . '' ·. · · origl.· nating pro:<:" eta · Description:·,_.;·.· 1.w 
Working or processing that 
confers the status of oFiginating 
products when the following 
·conditions are met heading I , ., 
1 ~-a~.~--~------~-------.-·----------------------+-----------------~--------4 
·w··.' 
., · . :ex':;:.. Vehicles. other than rail 
·, Chapter way· or trcmwo,y ~lling-
,. , ~· 87.. I· 5tock~: and parts . .- thereof, · 
excludinr; ·pro~ucte .. of;: 
i; ''A{/<:>~ P,~ading.No. !37~(>9 ..... : :c 
,· 87~09, &f)lt~·r,.cycle~; autd .. /' · 
' cyc~.es. and cycles , ti ttod · . 
v1i:l;h an auxiliary .motor, . 
w1t:ttor without •. side-. ·' · 
·: ':.(;~r:.-lf ai~le,;..cars of .L\11·· 
kinds 
:: , ex Opticat, ·;,photographic, . . . .. ·. 
·:·:ahapter:· cinerr.ato!rraphio, meaaur,. .. 
.. '>,\:,~~.~~.-.:':.··.:·... ;:~fo~~~!~n~,~~Ef~~i~io,n, ... 
.•• ,·.c. instru:mmts Md ap~aratus 
·:c;:::.~i·: ,a.'ld parts thereof·,.. · 
.'·.;;·)'•J·: .. ,.:.-.:(.. excluding ~Jroducts ·of . ',: 
'"·/-\.:·':.\'\:· .. headir.g No 90.05~ 90.07 0: 
·':.'· ";\::··' so~os, 90.12 or. '90~26 · .. · 
. ~6·::6;•,:. , R~;ract;.ng. tel'~acopes 
·· .. ' ·: . .<monacular nnd bino- · .. 
'oul:a.d, prisniliitic or · .. not · 
• - ! • 
,-,.'· :::~~-~< ·, 
''',I, 
·;· 
' ' . ; ~ 
;_··.·. 
·'· 
Working, prOcessing or assembly. in 
which.the value of.the materials 
aud parts used does not exceed 4e>:' 
of the value of the:fin1stied pro..: 
duct. · · · 
!' : ~ ·• ; ' 
working; .proceasing·~r assembly. 
which the value of .the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 40% of the 
finished product, and provided 
that at least 50% in, value of the ' 
materials and parte .( ) used are .·. ·· 
. originating. products · ., 
Working, procesSing·6r assembly. in 
which the value of the materials 
and parte used doe~· ~not exceed· 4e>:' 
of the value of. the.: finished pro- ... 
duct · · · 
•j'' 
·· ... ..:. 
. ·. ~ .. - . 
\'forking, processing· or assembly, hi 
which the value of the non-'·· · · . •. 
originating materials and partl!l ' .· .. · 
used doe!'; not exceed 40?' of the .· .. ·..;·: 
value of the finished product';:-'bd· 
provided that at .J.east 5~ in · . ·~··· 
value of the materials and parts '( ) 
used are originating products :' 
Working, processiil.g. or assembly\n ' 
which the value of ·the non-·. · ' · · . ·· 
originating materials and parts 
uaed does not exceed 40% of the · 
value of the finished' product, and· 
provided that at least 50% in . 
value· of the materials and part~· ( 1) 
used are originating prOducts ·· 
.·::'.;!. 
; ,i;_ 
.',_,:., ·;._: .. 
. :.':;'' 
'. 
·.,. 
:'. 
r ... _ 
,• 
.. , 
' 
·.··.:, 
· (1) In determil".i:q~ tho value of products, materials and }:arts, the following must be taken into account: 
·(a) i~ ·:l;'espect of ortginating produots, materials and parts, the first verifl!ible price paid, 
• in• cr.~r;a of sale, for thg B'iid product a: onj;he territory of the country where working, 
. ·' :·:·\proce3ai;;g or asse:;fl:lly ia carried out; 
'(bf)# rsspect; of products, matllrialo and parte, other than those referred to under (a), the 
·· · .• >proviaiol"..s of Article .4 of this Pro·~ocol, determird.ng: 
, 1:,:'> .. 0(:i.} ·the val~e of imported products, · · 
.. , ( ii), the value of products of undetermined origin, 
''t. 
... -r. 
,. 
. .. ·' 
. '• . 
·' 
' 
Products obt3ined ! I J.....,......----------------~11 working or processu~l'( -.>,,t -:io•s 1 ~=, I T.trlf't i not ccn.f;>r tC.e :lL[,·.u; of 
h , . !: . .:!•;crl pti On OT1[.!. :l:t t i:tg j.·l .Jduc ~;; e'lul!lg 
~::) 
90.08 Cine::~s~op;r."!.;::h!.r: c?m.n·as, 
projcctorc>, s-;und rl:O::')r:l-
era an,\ so·.t·1·i r1) prv~ucer'!l; 
any co~bln"!.~iv:t cf the3e 
articles 
90.12 Coo~~Jnd cpt~c3l micro-
scopes, wt,e-:;r..er or not 
provided w:tr means for 
pbotogr:1~h~n~ ~·r project-
ing the image 
90.26 
ex 
Chapter 
91 
91.04 
•• 
Gas, liquid ~d elec-
tricit~ supply or 
production m"ters; 
calibrating cetars there-
for 
Clocks and watches O..'ld 
J.'&.rts thereof, •Jxcluding 
;:rod11cts cf he:idlng 
No 91.0~ or 91.08 
Otlaer clocks 
.-
\'ork'i.n-~ :~r J:roc~!ll>ing that 
r.:or.fer:J the ,;tatus of ori"innting 
;.r'-lti.••:~~ ·h.:-:!'l tt.e fl)lloA'.ng 
co.1:::~ions are r;~et 
Wcrk1r.g, r•ocessi~g or assembly in 
whil!h the ·mlue of the non-
or:gil:o.ting 1:''\terit.\l.s ar,d parts 
usej c~es not excee1 40~ of the 
val1.1e cf t.1e fini3hed product, and 
prev1ued that at least 50~ in 1 val10e of the Qaterir.l s and parts ( ) 
used are originating products 
Work1ng, proc'essing or assembly in 
which the •r&.lue of the non-
originatinc ffiaterials 0..'\3 parts 
U3t!d does not excee.i 4~ of the 
value of the finishe•1 product, and 
provided that at least 50~ in value 
of the mat~r1als ~~d parts (1) used 
are origina~ing products 
Working, rrocessir.g or asser;lbly in 
which the Vllue of the non-
originating ~atcr1als and parts 
used does ~ot exceed 4~ of the 
value of the finished prod·.1ct, and 
provided tr.at at least 50% io value 
of the mater1als and parts (1) used 
are originating products 
Working, processing or asce~bly in 
which the value of the materials 
and parts used does not exceed 4~ 
ot the value of the finished pro-
duct 
Working, processing or assembly in 
which the value of the non-
originating materials and parts 
used does not exceed 4~ of the 
value of the finished product, and 
provided that at least 5~ in value 
ot the materials and parts (1) used 
are originating products 
c1) In clete:ntining the value of produn·~~. materials and parte, the following must be taken into account a 
(a) in respect of orisinating produ~ts, matorislo and parte, the first verifiable price paid, 
in case of sa1e, for the Di\id "!':ducts on the territory of tbe country where working, processing 
or assembl:v is carried out: · • 
(b) in respect of products, matcric•'tJ and·pal"ts, othe~ than those referred to under (ll), the 
'PrOvisions of Article 4 of t":: •.. :'rotocol determin1ng: 
(i) the value of imported products, 
(11) the ·val14e of products of \l!ldetenntned origin. 
.----
Producta obb: :vod 1-----....... ---------......... ---:v:orking or J.•ro~es~llm; "'"''t. :l.l)e3 
Custc~:; n::tt ~oafcr tLl~ .sta:..~:l (•f 
Tariff Descr1ption orig:nat1r.g products 
hending 
?:n 
91.08 
ex 
Chapter 
92 
92.11 
Clock L<CV£:Mnts, asseJT:bled 
Musical.in~trumer.tJ; sour.di 
recorC.~r~ ;;.!': ~. · r·~;-'1'\)::i~tcere: I 
te:i.evl;;ion ir:.r·:;~e a."ld '.lGt.:.nd j 
recorder~ :.nd repr~1duc :'!'S, i 
magnetic; .parts and 
accessories of such ~rt­
icles; excl·.·:l.ir.r.; pro<iucts 
of hea<iir:g i'J S'2 .11 
Gr:llllophott"!s, dictating 
machi;:i!S n.n:l o~!-.::>r scund 
reco:::-der:3 -.·md reprod•1cer~;, I 
incluJ:..ng r~cordplayere 
and tape· ~ccka, .';i th or 
wi tho1..:t 3~;u:-·.1-h~ad~; te'i~-·i 
vision i~:u..~t? ~d 3:.i'.llld ' 
recorders and reproducers, 
magnetic 
Chapter 93 Arn;s a:1d !llllllr.Uliticn; 
thereof 
j Workin~ or procos:3~::p.; ::.at I confers th,~ staht3 r.:· onr.i~.1ting 
I vroducts •vl:en the foll·:·.ung 
con1it~ons are cet 
! 
I 
Working, processing ~r asnembly ln i 
which th'3 v11i.ue of tbe n~n- I 
orl.gtnatill8 tr.'1terlal9 a.-.d j:larts 
use<'. doP.s not e;u:••ed 40-~ of the 
val•1e of the fim.::'hcd prod<.~ct, and 
pro-.ric!o?n that :.t lc:1st 50% 1.n 1 value of +.!1e rrater1 ~la and pE'.rts ( ) 
used ;:,.re Gl'lt:;lnating products 
Working, processing or asse~bly in 
wh1ch the vnl•1c of the r.on-
origina. tir.~ rr . .::. ~eriala a.-.d. parts 
Used doea not o!XCeeC 40l' Of the 
value of the finished product 
Workin~, proce~sing or e3se~bly in 
which th~ value of the r.on-
origin:lting ~aterinls ~-.d parts 
u:.::ed do·~:1 not ~:~ceed 4.(/;: of the 
value of the f:.n1s!ld p!'"'duct, and 
provided that: 
(a) at least 5~ in v3lue of the 
materials and parts ( 1 \ ueec 
are originating products, and 
{b) the v .llue of the non-
originating tr:mei.3 tors used 
does not exceed )')!; of the 
value of the finished pro-
duct (2) · 
lll.=u:f::o.c~·1re in which the valuP. of 
th-a prou:.~cts u:::e:i does not exc;;:~d 
So;!. of the value of the fini11hed 
product 
{ 1 ) In determining the value ofpr~ducts, materials and parts, the f~llowing must be taken into account~ 
(a) in ·respect of ori,gi~ating products., rtorial.,e and p~rts, the first verifiable price paid_. 
in ease of sale, for t!'l:J ~nid • :Od1.lw .~ on the terr1tory of the country where M>J:kl.n .. ,, processing 
nT ~sa~mhly is ~~rriP.d cut: 
(b) 1n respect ~of pro.iucts, Q:aterials and parts, other than those referred. to Wider (a), the 
'Drovisior.s of 1\r.ticle 4 of this Protocol C.;~termining: 
( i) the 'lalu.g cf imported pr:1c'.wct~, 
(ii) the value of .products of un'ieter:nined origin. 
2) This percentage 1s not cumulative with the 4~. 
'• 
Products obtained I . f 
. ...j~,......,....---r--------------i'i\orklr..g or rrcce3,un, Lna.t c'o-!31 
not con!er the n:ctua ~f 
.:;;: 
'Ca::ltcr.t.J I tnr1ff · · Description heatiJ.ng 
·!~ 
96.02 
'17.03 
98.01 
98.08 
I 
Other broor.:s :1:1d brushe::: I 
( in:ludin~ brur:heo of a 
kind used ~~ rar•3 of 
maeh1nes); paint !'o::.lers; 
squeegees (other thn.'l 
roller sque~gees) n.'ld 
cops 
Other top; wor:nng 
models er 3. kind used 
for recreat1or.~l pur--
poaea 
Buttons and button 
moulds, studs, cuff --lir.ks, 
n."ld press-f:.:Jtc::t4!r.:, 
including s:1 •;~ fas-t;cr.'"r::; I 
and press-stuns; blanks I 
and rarts of su:h art-
icle~ 
Typewriter ~'ld similar 
ribbons, whether or not 
on s ,:ools; in'n:-r-:l:ls, with 
or without boxes 
origir: "t1ng prooucts ' 
WJrkinp or !,'NCe':lnng that 
confer& t.ht! statu•~ <,f Ot"ll!;inating 
produc t(l •·;hen tho:! follvl'ling 
cond~~:ons or., met 
Ma.'lufa.:ture j 11 which the value of 
tha products used does not •Jxceed 
5~ oi the value·or the f111:.shed 
prodo.1ct 
Manufac ~ure in which the value of li 
the prcd\l.::ts used does not exceed 
SOl' of ~he -..·al ue of the finished 
1 
•. 
prvduct 
Ma'1uf3ct~re in which the value of 
the rroductc used does not exceed 
5~ of tha value -of the finished 
product 
Ma~ufacture in which the vSlue of 
the products used does not exceed 
5~ of the value of the finished 
product 
-------------------~----------------------~ 
ANNEX III 
L I S T· B 
List of working or.processing operations which do not result 
in a change_of tariff heading, 
but which do confer the status of "originating" 
products on the products undergoing such op·erations 
·. 
·. 
. , 
•,. 
'J 
. ·i 
....... 
c-&stOM3· .• 
!arift 
Beading 
.Jo. 
t).02 
:ez 15.10 
ex. 21 •. 03 
ex 22.09 
•. 
ex. 25.09 
ex 25e1.5 · .. 
Finished products 
DeacriptiC,Ul. 
Sheuac, see"t lR.PI ·stick· 1&,~· and· other· 
laca; no:tu.ral . go.mlB, resins, t:."UD-reains ancl_ 
.. ·· bal.B8118 .: ;:.; 
·I 
·}1 
. .::. 
. P'r!pu.ed mU:Jtard: . . . 
WhiskY of an &lcoholic' at~· ";th .. of; lea; 
than: 50° . . 
·. 
:, 
1• ~ .• 
· · ~ ~loura; calcined ·ar·: ,..: '~'e#e4 
.. ~. : 
lluble squared b:l sa~ilg, · · ~' aickneas 
a~t ·.exce'd~ .. 2~ 011 . ·: ·.· ~ · 
.. · ... 
't • 
Workin~ or processiJUJ 
t~a~ confers the sta~s 
of \lr.\ginatiilg ·~ducts 
Incorporation ~f non~originati~~ materimls 
aDd p1rts iJi bo>.lers, machinery, mecbaniclll 
. Jipplii\~COB.t etc.., ot .Ch&.Jit-.r .84 to 92 iD 
.b61le·J"S .anCl l'a.dia~o.t"S ot• heacli:ig lo 73.37 
and 'in tbe. p~od.uc ts ~ontaine~ in headtDcs . 
lo. 97.07 and No·-38.03 doe~t~not.make such 
~'!:eta losq· their statu.a .of originat~ng · 
pro~oto, provide~. ~hat. \h~ val~e of ·these 
proctucts . does. not exceed 5- of the value of 
the finis~ed:~~ct• ·. · 
Ylo,rki.'\1, proceoaillg or asaemb17 in. which 
the· value of' · tbe noil-~~igina.tiDg mater.ials 
8Dd. parts ·used 'does. not exceed .5~ of the 
~11~ of the. finishecl product·· 
,· .kmafao~re . frc.m .fatty. acids. 
· llanuf'a·ct.&re from ·IIDl&tard flou.r 
.IJaDufacture from al;cohol deri.vi!ll · . . 
· ·ezclus:i velt from .tbe distillation of .:ereala . 
·ad.· in whiCh the. Value of· the .nQn-onginatiDC 
.constituent pro4ucta does not excee4 15~ of 
~ .· ·valu~ of t:he IIBINfactured product. 
: ~abln& and calcination or powderi.Dg of 
···~la . eolours •. · · . · · . . 
Sawiq iJi~o·.slaba: or 1iecttons, po;J.ishtna, 
grindiD& an4 ·cl ea.D~ o 't DUU;~le. incl,udiDC 
marble ·not ·further warke~· than ro\ichlt split·, 
.· roughlt squared or squared. by ·aawilig; o~ a · 
thiclmesa· exceec.tiq 25 cm. · . · 
ez. 25. 16 . : .. · Grai te, .-porp!lyz7, lMl:sal t, aan4atona and 
other monwnental. and b.lildiJ18 ston•, 
·~d by r.awing, of a th1cknesa.not 
-ezceediDg 25 c_ui · · 
Sawtne ~f granite~· porJlh117, ·bualtl aand-
atone •d· other bu.i.~cli'DC atone,.' incl.Udi~ . 
such stone not· further worked thaD 1'01J8hl1 
apli t, I'Ollghlt· squared or.· Bflll&r84 bJ' ·aawi.Jig, 
·. of. a ·thickness excteecling 25 Cli. . · 
ez 25 •. 18 
. . . 
, I ··', o 
•• 13~01' .. : 
calcine4. 4olomi'te•· ~glctmr; .. ; ~ '=" dol~ te · 
U.nelucli.D«· ~cl d~lo::u.t·o~. ~ 
PrcMtucts of tl:.e chemical· ':"'~d allied· 
iDaus·triet .. cxclu~~ min'er-.1 ·or · · 
chemical .fer~ili3,rs,, po't1.:Js:.;ca · · . 
. oalciJ:.ecl~.· c~!lh~ and pow·l~ra4. ·~~ral 
41u:ainiul:l O,lllci.um: ptlo,u~.-:. ·. •.. . . · ··. . 
-{ea' l1.0l) .. 'am\ es.smt.ial·:: .: . .::.other . 
·tbu of. ci~ ·.tl'tl~t~· 't&JI}1..:..·oleaa·. . · Cu: 33.01) · . . . . · · · · · 
. ·. . ... 
. . 
. Caloinatt~: o~ imworke4 dolomi t.e . 
· ·world.q ··.or ··proc·eaailig. in ·which the . value 
· ot· the DGD-Or~tiDC products use4.4oes · 
· not exoeC\4 20S' ot ·the :value of'. th~ ~:tiaishe4 -
. procluot : · · · · 
·-·~ ; 
-· 
... : 
• ' f '('' • • • ~eyatial 9tls ·.o .. er •. of:c~tna n-utt~.· 'Det~tion of '-••ti'al.otl•'nhe~ thap. ·Of 
··~·~eas ··. · ·· · · · : .;. · .. : ·.: · ·. : . . citi'WI n,u .. ,·. :· ... · · · "·. · . 
. •i :· : . tiace1l~~ov:.~.:~b,~ica!l ~ctuo•, other :: :': . W<?iid.~tS.':~r.··~cessi~. in' whi.e:h 'the valJ&e ot 
ObaJter.lS. than refined. tall oi~ (ex· 38,.051 an•. ,.· . the.noa-ort.air.aating:snat•~a.l.a :uae4,~a ·not 
'IR&lpbate: turpentae, refined uoeecl •· of ~e ¥1(1lue :of _. filli81M4 · 
· ' · · · ·: pzooctiact~ ·· ·~ · . . · · · 
.. · . ' •, . . 
·· · · · ·· ' · ... ;hfinina ·ot crude ~all ou:; 
' ~ . . . . 
. : • .: 38.in Sulphate · ~tiJle,. PLU'itie4 . 'l'w:'ification consisti.D; of .:,tie· 4isti.ll.~tiOD 
~ · · · · · · ·· · . or ~fiJW:tB ·Of raw· .s~lpate- tuzipentinJ.: . ...-
•• Az1j.f:icial .. plaati.o ·~'l;~~al.si. cel~oae . .: wo~idn8. oJ-·:Pr9~$.astilg:: 1n ~w!lteh ue .Yai.ue ·of , 
. · Cbaptft" 39 · et1iera ad. esters, · artJ;f.:.eia. resins .. an~ . . . · the .. non-o~atnatiDS:•teriais uaect:·~ ... · no,.. ~· .. \'~:~'"· ·::,· 
~icl~s .~!lf!e o! ~'_le~e~r.:a~C!;-ial~;· ~xce-plfiiDC , exce·e~ ~~ .. of the. value .of the 'fi1lishe4';· . 
~ . .·,. _ . '. f1l.'7:3 of 1,:.1l~!~":i'· ·.-~~ ~:;.t·4(. " · · · · .. ,proc!.~c-...: . ·. ' ) . . .. ·. ·.· · . · .. :··.:· .. ·:~· .. · ... ·.. ..::.~ · ·. 
' ~ex.· 39:a~ . Ionoi:le~ ;'tlm )tal.· ,:!'~ctur~:·· f~~:~ .~·;~.~,rm~;~ati:c:parti;.· ·. · .. ia1 ~'.'*.T'·:~ 
1·. .' · . I · wbi• is: a c~pclymer :of .-. lq;e· and ~e~~~o I·; 
:~ \ .. ·;· . . . . ~i4· ~~1 ~~t~;l~-~ .. ~ me.~. ~~.<:-: y:: •.. 
: ;<~~:~<:.:· · ... :: . . . . . . '.: . . ;,:t·: .... ·.·,·· ... :.,·: ... :::_·.:~··.· . ·.;,)···:··_::"'·· .. ":.·.:_.·.~.,.:.:: .. ·. ·-.·_·' .. ·· .. ~.··!·· ..  ·.~.-.~.··~~·.,··~:·.···:,,.·.::~.,··.·:·~ ....  :··.. ·.:·.•.~··:.u.:._:"· .. ' .. : .·:~_:· .. .. ' .~.· . . :·;···:····.:.· .... ·~.·.:, .. ::ao.·. ~·  .·41 .. ·: ··/;~~.:.~ .... :·:' ·;::::~~;··.; .. · ..·.·~.·.· ... -.:-~?-.. ·,·.· ' ... ·. ::':·· .. ,_... . i ·:.; :~·:·;:. -~~:.:~r.~ .,.:~~ <:.:~~:.~;~·:~:~i)~'~;~:•~t:(··~:~:i~:··~~:~.~:.~:;.:··.;fu'{~; ':·:·.:~~· :;~-- ··• ·i.::~ ·:,, ;.'•' • .:c~'< -~" ····. ~ .... ~,' .·. ··.·., ~-- 4 ·i';:·:·":.: ,<::-... ,~/· 
:' 
···' 
.... 
C\letoma 
':&riff 
ReacU.Dc 
Bo 
ex 40.01 
ex 40.07 
ex 4~.01 
ex 41.03 
ex 50.03 
ex 50.091 ex 50.10 
ex.51.04 · 
ex 53.11 
ex 53.12) 
·ex 53.131 
ex 54.05 
ex 55.07 
ex 55.08) 
ex 55.09) 
ex 56.07) 
ex ·59.14. 
., ~8.03 
n 68.13 
ex 68.15 
. 
ex 70.10 
' '10.13 
• Fin~shod pro~cta 
Description. 
Sl:J.bn of crepo rubber for soles 
lblbber 'thread and corcl, textile-covered 
sheep.. and lamb-akin.o w1 thout the wool 
Retanned bovine c~ttle le~ther (including 
b'..tff:J.lo leath~r) A~d .;quin~ leather. except 
leather Of r.en·i!.:1t"; ~~iJS 41 .06 ~0 41 .08 • 
Retanne-l t..>hr.ep l.l."!·i· la.mbd:1.n leather, except · 
lea11her of heading Nos 41.06 to 41.08 
. . 
RetRnned goat and.kid sk1n leather, except 
leather of heading Nos 41.06 to 41.08 
Other .ku\ds of rete.n.'led l~ather, except 
leather of beadlng Nos 41.(l6 to 41.08 
Assembled fUrskins 
Silk waste carded·or combed 
Pr~ted fabrics 
lDcandescent gas mantles • 
Articles of alate, tncludiftl articles of 
asslomerated slate 
Articles of· .asbestos: articles of mlxtuNs 
w1 th a bnsis or O.!lbestos or or mixtures·. 
with a basis of asbestoa and mapesiwa 
r.arbona~e 
Articles of mica, in .. · 1cUr~e, oonded lllica 
&plittings on a support of papor or fabric 
Cllt-glaas bottles • 
Gl.atimi:.uoe (other tlum .artteiea falling 
'm !le&d.in.a Ne 70.19) of a kind .co.."!moDly 
11secl ~or table, k1 tohen, t~ilet or office 
~ses, . for iDcloor 4eooratio.n, or· 
ldldl.ar uaee 
Articles 11184e tz.o. slaaa fibre . 
Preci'oua ai14 aemi-precioua atcmaa, ·av.t or 
otherwise worked, but ·not moun!6od., set or 
atnmc (except ungrnded stones te::Jf~ 
· stzouDc for convenience of 1il'8:18pon) . · 
Working or ~rocessing 
that :ontet"s the 3tatue 
of origi!l4 ting products 
Lamination.· of crepe sheets of natural rubber • 
lllmu.facture frr.m rubber thread or 4101'4. 
RemOVilla wool frcm sheeP- and lam~ m 
the wool. 
Ret~~ing or tiov1ne ca~tle leather (includins 
buffalo leather) ond equine leather, not 
further prepare~ than tanned 
Retsr~ing of sheep and lambskin leather, DOt 
fur~~er prepared than tL~ed 
Retanntng· of goat and kid skin. leather, not 
further prepared than tanned · 
Retannin..~ of other kinds of leather, not fUrther 
pTepared thL~ tanned 
'Bleachillg, dyeiDg, dreesi~~g, cuttiDg act 
aes.ambl1q. or tanned or dressed fUrald.ns · 
CardiDg or combiDg waste silk 
Printing accompanied b.r finishing ~peratioaa : · (bleaching, dressing, drying, steaming, burlins1 mending, if!lpregnatiDg, san.forizing, me~eriziDg1 
of fabrics the value of which does not exceed 
47. 5" of the value of the finished product 
Mamafacture from tublllar paman.tle fabrlc 
laaufac~ of articles of elate 
. Manufacture of articles of asbestos or of 
mixtures with a basis of asbestos, or of 
mixtures with a basis of asbestos and ~ium 
carbonate 
Mazmfacture of articles of lltica 
Cl&tting of bottles ·the value of which· ctoee DOt 
exceed 501' of the value of the . finished procluot 
' Cutttna of glassware the value ·of whiob 4oea DOt 
exceed 50~ of the value of the finishecl prucluct 
or. decoration, with· the exception. of sil.k-ecreen 
Pl"int~, carri.ecl. out entirely ·~ haDCl of 
lumcl-blorm gl.aaeware the yal.ue of whi* doea Dot 
exoe~ 5015 of the value of the t1Diahe4 product. 
Jlanufactu.re from unworke4 sJ.aali fibre 
lfanufacture from un.workecl precious anct aem-
precio~s stones · 
·I 
I 
I 
i""'·-.-·--· . - ---·--·-----· ... ·-··---------
\h.uJt.\)mat 
Tarlff 
Heactiq· 
Wo 
ex 71.03 
ex 71.05 · 
·ex 71.06 
ex 71.01' 
ex 71.07 
ex 7t.08 
. . . 
ex 71.09 
ex 71.09 
ex 73.15 
\ . 
ex 74.01 
ex 74.01 
ex ?4.01 
Descripti.on 
Synth~ti~ or reconstructed precious or 
~rf:,:ious stor.~3, cut or othel"\viae 
woric~d, out no~ mo~1;1~cd, sl!t or str.mg (exnept u.~graded ~tones temporarily strung 
for. convenience of trnnsport) 
Silver and silv~r All~j~, incluJing silver 
tilt and platl~um-platP.d s1lver, semi-
JI'&&IlUfactured 
Silver, i:·~cl:tdinv, ~i1ver gilt and plati~ 
plated s11ver. u~wrought 
~olled.silver, st:mi-m'Vlufacture~ 
Gold, including plat~-plated gold, 
semi-manufactured 
Gold, including platinum-plated gold, 
U!lWl'O~ht . . 
Rolled r.old on ~ase metal or silver! 
semi~~~ufactured. 
Platinum and other metals of the platinum 
~P• sem1-m~~ufactured 
l'latinum and other met~:... or the platinum • 
group, unwroua-ht 
Rolled platin~~ or other platinum group 
llietals, on base metal or precious metal, 
semi-manufactured • 
Alloy steel BD4 high carbon steel: 
- ·in the form~ mentioned in heading 
Nos ·73.07 to 73.13. 
- in the forms men~ioned in heading 
No 73.14 · 
Unre~ined copper (b~ister copper an4 
othe~) . 
Refilled copper 
C~pper alloy 
Dawrought nickel (excluding electro~ 
plating anodes of .heading No 75~05) 
Un~t-nickel except nickel alloys 
,-:~~r~ti~ or nroee$1nn~ 
t!.·. t dortfar::. tho str.t".J.a 
cf origin!lt:iu,; proll~lcts 
lLI!Lnu f'lcture !'rom unworked nyntt.etic or 
recon.ro~tr-.1,~-ted r•r-ecious or seai-preci_ou.~ 
stone3 
noli~nb, drawi~, beattng or grinding of 
unwro~ht silve;· ar.d s1lver alloys 
Alloying or electroly-tic separation of 
unwrought silver and ~ilvP.r alloys 
Rolling, d~wing, 'beating t)r grinding of 
unwrought t·olled silver 
Rolli~, drawing, beat1nr. or ~rinding of 
unwrought gold, including pl;:.-:inum-plated 
gold 
.Alloying or electrolytic separation of 
unwr~~~ht go~d or gold alloys 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of 
unwrought rolled gold on base met3l or silver 
Rolling, drawing, beating or grinding of 
·unwrought platinum or other metals of the 
platinum group · 
Alloying or electrolytic separation of 
unwroue.ht platinum or Gther metals of the 
platinum group · 
Rolling, draWing, beating or_grinding of 
unwrought rolled platinum or other unwrought 
platinum group metals, on base metal or 
precious metal 
Manufac~ure from products in the forms 
~en~ioned in headL~g No 73.06 
l&nufacture from products in the forms 
mentioned in heading No 73.06 ~r 73.07 
. . 
Smelting of ~opper matte 
Fire-refining or electro"lytic ref~iDB of • 
unrefined copper (blister copper and other), 
copper waste or scrap -
Fusion and thermal treatment of refined 
copper, copper waste or scrap 
Reftning·by electrolysis, by ~sion or 
chemically, of niQkel matteA, nickel speiss 
and other intermediate products of nickel 
metallurgy • 
Refining of waste by electrolysi's, by 
melting or by chemical means of waste ancl 
scrap 
• 
• 
• 
CUstoms 
!a riff 
hendi~ 
No 
•• 77.04 
•• 81.02 
ex 8).06 .. 
84.16 
Dcaorir.tion 
Unwrou,c;bt aln.r::!.nium 
Refined lead 
Molybdenum, wrought 
i'amtalum, . wr0".1ght 
Other ba3o r:e ;;:lis, wrought 
.. -Indoor onsasents. made from bnse 
me:tuln o;iher. ti1ail 3tamettes 
ID'tem:il cOJ:lt:nstJ.ron piston encines 
Engines· and mot.ors, ezeludiDg reaotion 
e:aaines and gas t11rbines 
CJalcm4ering and simi_lar r.Ollinr. 
machines (otter tha.."l metu-wrk1nr; 
aa4 aetal-rolling =~chines and ~aBs 
working aachines.) a.."ld c,yliuders 
thereof 
lttac..'Wlery, plant an4 · similar 
··laborator-J eqaipr1ont, whttther or not 
el.eotric~y _i:.eo.te·l, for the treu. t-
aen-. ot natle~:Us- h:,- a process 
. in~riftg a Gho.np· of. temperature' 
for wood, paper pulp, paper and 
paperboa..~ ma:nut~·i:tu·tng · ind.:~tries 
nachinery t'Or makin;: or ~ini£hi%lll 
cellulooic pulp, paper or paperbOard 
.. 
. . : 
. 
·worl=i!'t" or ,.. .··>·~ecst.:lt~ that 
coJnf ~re :.: 'l ~ :-at\•:t of 
ori~n'l.tin.n: producta 
Mt.muf!\ctt·rP. b·.· ther.n't.l or elec~rolytic trea.ent 
of unntlo··c:-d alt.&.'"linium and s~rep 
Rollir.r,-, d!""lvtinr, or r.rt.ndinr of U."'lwroup;ht 
ber..rllium tile value of which does r.ot exceed 
5~ of the value of the finit::hed product 
Manufacture b7 ther.tal rofintDe from· bullion 
lead 
Manufact~.ore from ':.lnwrcm(!ht ~ten the Value 
of which doe3 not exceecl.5~ of the value of 
the finished product 
llanufacture frt'm unwrouaht mol;:rbt\emom the 
value of which doeo r.~t·exceed 5~ of the 
value of the finioh&J product 
Mallufacture frcm u.-nrro,.tr~t tantalum the value 
.of whicl: d.oes r.ot exceed 5~ of the value of 
the finished product 
Kanufaoture frOJ:l other base metAls, unwroue.ht 
the value of which does not exceed 5~ of the 
value of the finished pr~duct • 
World.lig or processing .in .which. the value of 
the non-oriatnating materials used does not 
exceed· .l~ of the value of the finished !)rocluct 
World.~, processing or asseabl~r in which th.e 
value ~ the mA-terials a."!rl -oarte used does not 
exceed 4:(1$ of' the val:ue of -the fimsbe~ product 
Working, ,p.-ocessin« or as2:embl~r in Which the 
value of the non-orir.inatin..- materials and 
parts used ·loe:s not excee:l 4~~ of 'the value cf 
the finished product, and provided t!'!at at least 
5~ l.n valt.:e of. the mat.~Jtiala .and parts (1) used 
~:re originat~ pro~~~~-
WorldDg~,; pro.ces-sin;t! or asceabl~r in which the 
value o;- the n!)n-orir.inatinp" m!ltorials and parte 
used doea not exceed 25~ of the value of the 
finished ~tct 
WcwkiJ!c, processiftfl' or assembl~r in which the 
value· of •• non..ooriM,natinr ma terialo :md 'DBrte 
t:sed 'ioes ~Jot -exce8fl25~ of· the value of the 
finished p~duct · 
~ )p 
Work;ng, proce~"t.r.,. or· ai:aembls- in ~eh the 
valt.Je of the non-oripncttint1' materials and 
... parts, used do~' n:~t;.~eeed 2.s,& of. the Value 
•t -~• f'~ttmea p~ot ~~· • · . 
i 
. (1l·ta- tetermiDii!JI :tbe value of procl11cte, ma"e~&la and ttarta, the follOWing IIU&t be taken into a .... tt 
. (a) m respect ot origtmlting producn, materiais and ptl!"ts, the first verifiable. price lnid, 
or the price wh1ch would be pai• iD case ot sale, for the> Qi.4 products on the 'terri toey of 
. _.. tile· 001mt17 where workl.ng, proona1Dg or asS81!lol.r .is carriecl ·out; : 
1
· · ( .. ) la respect of other pf'Od\lcts, materials and parts, the proW.sf.ons of Article 4 of thle ~ .. - ). l'fotocol deta·r:aint~a · 
- ~· value of im~r~ed 'rnducto 
.,;., 'the value ot producta· of undertumi.Ded orl81n •. 
. .· 
.·. 
·., 
,,,··.~~,~~- ---------- -----
. t 
Cu~torna ! 
~ nriff 1 
Hll!ll\inr, 
t1o · 
84.33 
85.14 
85.15" 
87.06 
Fe per or ppn.~rhoiU'<i cut tin..-; machines c f all 
kinds; oth.:!r n~achinerJ for m!:!.kinr, up paper 
pulp, paper or pnpcrboRrd 
Sewing machines, including furniture 
specially designad for sewing machines 
Iacrouhones and st11nds thercfor; loud-
epeekP.rs; nudiofrequency electric 
ampl ifl·~ rs 
Radiotelegrap~ic and radiotelephonic 
trensr.~ission ar:d recent ion r.pperc.tuR; 
radio, broadca3ti~P, and television 
transmission nnd reception ao~·~·~us 
(including rece.ivcrs incorpCir;:.dn.: 
sound recorders or reproducers) and 
television (;£:.T.Ieres; rr..dio !'lt.'ri~nt ional 
e. id apparatus, radnr ap-parr,tus er.d 
redio remotl'! cnntrol e.ppe.r.-,tus 
Parts ar.~ accessorie!1 of. the r.totor 
vehicles of headin1:; i;os 87.01 to 87.03 
-·------, •iCirkifl!; or pt"r.'C·~ '1&i!'ll: that cor.l"at·n tre st.,tus 
of origir:; ;.i-;: produ•~tz 
Worki.l'l6, proctl.Jsin,: or ·;ssemh1y in ..,!'!ich the 
value of the .:on-ori 1~;..;;tLting materu.ls .1nd 
p&rts ·..;sod ~0e& 1:ct. exccM', 25:% of the value of 
the firiished pro'lu :t 
Ylorking, "!'rocessiz,-.; ·Jr :;.sserr.t-iy in which the 
value of th~ non-or: 1~iiJ.1til:e materials and 
parte u5ed does r.ot excr.Bd 40~'-; of the value of 
the finished produ~t, b~c.provided that: 
(a) at least 501i· of the materials and parts ( 1) 
used for asaembl:,r of the heu..d (motor . • 
excluded) are or1cinet~ne products, afl~ 
(b) the thread ter.sion, crochet and zigzag 
mechanisms nre ori~ir~ting producte 
Working, processing or v.s·sembly in which the 
value of the non-oririna.t1n;; a;e.terials ani 
parts used does not exceed 40~ of the vclue of 
the finished product and provided that at least 
50% of the materials and parts used are 
originating products (~) 
Working, processing or assembly in which the 
value of the non-origir.ating l!laterids e.r.d 
parta used does not exceed 40~ of the ·ralue of 
the finished product ~nd provided tha"': at least 
5~ of the materials li:.d narts used are 
origine~.ting products ('1 
Working, processing or t.sscmbly in whicl. the 
value of the materit·! s e.r.d parts us~d doct: net 
exceed 15f. of the 'T£.1\'e of the finished 
product 
(1) In determining tr.e v~lue of products, materisls and parts, the fo1lowing must he taken into acco~ 
(e) in respect of ori~irating r~·iu~:-, materials and parts, the first vcrifi~ble.price paid, 
in case of sale, for the oaid products in the territor:; of the cou;1tr ;·ihere working, 
processing or asse~bly is carried out; 
(b) in respect of products, materials and parts, othP.r than those referred to under (a), the 
provisions of Art ~cl e 4 of this Protocol determining: 
(i) the value of imported products, 
(ii) the value of products of ~ndetermined origin 
(?) '!'he "l"'!llication of this rule !r.U!"t not hR're the pffect of allowing the exceedi.n~ of the perr.entarP. 
of 3~ for the originating trP.nointorn l·1id rlovm in List A for the same t:Jriff he<ding. 
.. 
Customs I 
Tariff i Hee.dir.g I l;o I 
-
ex 94.01 
ex 95.05 
ex 95.06 
ex 98.11 
Description 
Chairs and oth.er seats ( c";!'l~r then those 
fallil'r: within h.er..din,_~ l!o '.:·• .ll2) whether or 
not co'1vcrtible ir-.to bedo, made of baoe 
metals 
-Articles. of horn, coral (r.::.tural or 
a~~lomer~ted) or of other nnimal carving 
material 
Articles of vegetable carving material (for 
exB.t:lple, c'!lrozci) 
Articles of jet ( und mineral su't.stitutes for 
jet), a:nber, meer!:chaum9 a~:;glomerated amber 
and agglc~ratcd r.eerache.um 
Sa~ki~ pipes, pipe bowls, of wood, root or 
other materials 
,'/orkir.R or pro-~"ssir-f: 
that conf~ru the stutu3 
of ori1 inatinB products 
Working, prc·ce!:~in..~ or assembly in which 
ur.atufft:J cot ten cloth is uo.ed of 11 weight 
of )OOt:r/~r~ r-r lr,ss in the fonn ree.dy to 
use, of whicl: -t.1Je v&lue does no,; exceed 
25;' of the v"-l.ue of the finished product ( 1 J 
l'lorkii16, processinr, or assembly in which 
ur.stuffed cotton cloth is used of a weight 
of 300gr/m2 or i.c!33 j n the form r.eady to uae, 
of which the V<-1'-''l dces not exceeJ 25% of 
the value of the fir..ished pr.Jduct ( 1} 
Manufacture from worked tortoise-shell 
r:./J.nufacture from worked mother of pearl 
L:anufacture from worked ivory\ 
r.:anufacture from worked bone (excluding 
whalebone) 
t~nufacture from worked horn, coral (natural 
or agglomerated) or other anical carving 
material) 
Manufacture from worked .vegetable carving 
mater~al (for c~ample, corozo) 
N~facture· from worked jet (and mineral 
substitutes for jet), amber, meerschaum, 
agglomerated amber and agglomerated 
meerschaum 
Manufacture from roughly shaped blocks 
c'l This rule does not apply when the general rule of change of tariff heading is applied to the other 
non-originAting parts which are part of ~he composition of the final product • 
. • 

... ' 
• 
. ... 
L I S T C 
List of products excluded from the 
scope of this Protocol 
ANNEX IV 
,_ 
,. 
Customs Tariff 
heading No 
ex 27.07 
27."09 to 27.16 
ex 29.01 
' 
V 
ex 34.0]. 
#,,, 
··. 
4 
' 
. . 
ex 34.o4· 
. 
ex 38.1t 
·. 
' 
.. , 
I 
· Description 
Assimilated aromatic oils as defined in 
Note 2 to Chapter 27, of which more than 
65% by volume distils at a temperature 
of up to 250°C (including mixtures.of 
petroleum spirit and benzole), for use 
as pGwer or heating fuels 
~ineral oils and products of their 
distillation; bituminous substances; 
~ineral waxes · 
Hi/drocarbons: 
• 
'"" acyclic 
- :cYc~anes· and cyc'lenes, excluding 
. azu1enes 
-. benzene, toluene'· xylenes 
.. 
rar use as power or heating fuels 
·S 
Lub~icatin~ preparations coritaining 
.petroleum oils or oils obtained from 
bituminous minerals, but not including 
_preparations containin~ 70% or more by 
we
1ight of petroleum' oils or of oils 
obtained from bituminous minerals 
\ofaxes ·wi.th a basis of paraffin, of-
petroleum waxes, of waxes obtained from~ 
hitu~inous minerals, of slack wax or of 
scale wax 
P~epared additives for lubricants 
,, 
.. 
. .. 
.. 
-4'!> Complete 
only in cases 
of exporting 
country not 
being tden-
tical to the 
country 
where the 
products are 
f~i~~~~~~-
trary case, 
this box 
has to be 
struck 
through. 
(2) If goods 
• 
are not 
packed, in-
dicate 
number of 
articles or 
state "in 
bulk" as 
appropriate . 
(3) Complete 
only where 
the regu-
lations of 
the expor-
ting country 
or territory 
require. 
MOVE~~NT CERTIFICATE ANNEX V 
1. Exporter (Name, full address, country) EUR.1 No A oooooo 
See notes overleaf before completing this form 
2. Certificate used In preferential trade between 
3. Consignee (Name, full address, country) (Optional) 
and 
4. Country, group of countries or 5. Country, group of 
territory in which the products countries or territory 
are considered as originating (1) of destination 
6. Transport details (Optional) 7. Remarks 
8. Item number; marks and numbers I Number and kind o~ packages (2); description of goods 9. Gross 
weight (kg) 
or other mea-
sure (litres, 
cu.m, etc.) 
10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
11. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Declaration certified. 
Export document (3): 
Form ..................................................... No .......................... . 
Customs office: ................................................................ . 
Issuing country or territory: ................................... .. 
~ ·- --~::-:·-···· ... ···--:--·-·····-·-···--·······················-······ .. ·········:············· 
.- .... , ... -·· -
~ .:· ~ • ·---!~•~.;•--••••••-•--••••••••••••••••••••.uooooooooooo• .. ••••••••u•ooooooou•••••••••••••• 
Date ~--····-··········-··-···········-··················································· 
(Signature) 
Stamp 
12. DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
I,. the undersigned, declare that the goods 
described above meet the conditions requi-
red for the issue of this certificate. 
Place and date:····················································-·-·······-····-
(Signature) 
13. REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION, to 
Verification of the authenticity and accuracy of this certificate 
is requested. 
(Piaee and date) 
Stamp 
(Signature) 
7.r 
14. RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out shows that this certificate (1) 
D 
D 
was issued by the Customs Office indicated and that the 
information contained therein is accurate. 
does not meet the requirements as to authenticity and 
accuracy (see remarks appended). 
(Place and date) 
Stamp 
(Signature) 
(1) Insert X in the appropriate box. 
NOTES 
1. Certificates must not contain erasures or words written over one another. Any alterations must be made by deleting tha incorrect particulars and adding any necessary 
corrections. Any such alteration must be initialled by the person who completed the certificate and endorsed by the Customs authorities of the issuing country or territory. 
2. No spaces must be left between. the items entered on the certificate and each item must be preceded by an item number. A horizontal line must be drawn immediatly below 
the last item. Any unused space must be struck through in such a manner as to make any later additions impoeeible. 
3. Goods must be described in accordance with. commercial practice and with sufficient detail to enable them to be identified. 
, 
• 
(1) Complete 
only in cases 
of exporting 
country not 
being iden-
tical to the 
country 
where the 
products are 
originating. 
In the con-
trary case, 
this box 
has to be 
struck 
through. 
(2) If goods 
are not 
packed, in-
dicate 
number of 
articles or 
state "in 
bulk" as 
appropriate. 
76 
APPLICATION FOR ,. 
1. Exporter (Name, full address, country) 
3. Consignee (Name, full address, country) (Optional) 
6. Transport details (Optional) 
.; ;a:.MENT CERTIFICATE 
EUR.1 No A oooooo 
See notes overleaf before completing tbls form 
2. Application for a certificate to be used in preferential 
trade between 
and 
(insert appropriate countries,. groups of countries or territories) 
4. Country, group of countries or 5. Country, group of 
territory. in which the products countries or territory 
are considered as originating (1) of destination 
7. Remarks 
8. Item number; marks and numbers I Number and kind of packages (2); description of goods 9. Gross 
weight (kg) 
or other mea-
sure (litres, 
cu.m, etc.) 
10. Invoices 
(Optional) 
DECLARAnON BY THE EXPORTER 
I, the undersigned, exporter of the goods described overleaf, 
DECLARE that the goods meet the conditions required for the issue of the attached certificate; 
SPECIFY as follows the circumstances which have enabled these goods to meet the above conditions:. 
SUBMIT the following supporting documents (1): 
UNDERTAKE to submit, at the request of the appropriate authorities, any supporting evidence which these authorities may require 
for the purpose of issuing the attached certificate, and undertake, if required, to agree to any inspection of my accounts 
and to any check on the processes of manufacture of the above goods, carried out by the said authorities; 
REQUEST the issue of the attached certificate for these goods. 
(Place and date) 
(Signature) 
(1) For example: import documents, movement certificates, invoices, manufacturer's declarations, etc., referring to the products used in manufacture or the goods re· 
exported in the aame aisle. 
.. 
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Demande de contrôle a posteriori 
Le fonctionnaire des douanes soussigné sollicite le contrôle 
de la ~éclaration de l'exportateur figurant au recto du pré-
sent formulaire .. (*) 
A ........................................................................ , le ................................................ 19 ....... . 
Cachet 
du 
bureau 
(Signat.ure du fonctionnaire) 
Resultat du contrôle 
Le contrôle effectué par le fonctionnaire du Service compé-
tent soussigné a permis de constater 
D 
D 
que les indications et mentions portées sur le présent 
formulaire sont exactes; (1) 
que le présent formulaire ne répond pas aux condi-
tions de régularité requises (voir les remarques ci-
annexées). (1) 
A ........................................................................ , le ................................................ 19 ....... . 
Cachet 
du 
bureau 
(Signature du fonctionnaire) 
(1) Mettre un X devant la mention applicable. 1-
(•) Le contrôle a posteriori du formulaire est effectué à titre de sondage ou chaque fois que la douane du pays d'importation a des doutes fondés en ce qui 
concerne l'origine réelle de la marchandise en cause ou de certains de ses composants. 
La douane du pays d'importation envoie à l'Administration ou au Service du pays d'exportation chargé du contrôle le volet 2 du formulaire en indiquant les 
motifs de forme ou de fond qui justifient une enquête. Autant que possible, elle joint à ce volet du formulaire la facture qui lui a été" présentée ou une 
copie de· celle-ci,et fournit tous les renseignements qui ont pu être obtenus et qui font penser que les mentions portées sur le formulaire sont inexactes. 
-5i elle décide de surseoir à l'application des dispositions régissant les échanges an cause dans l'attente des résultats du contrôle, la douane du pays 
d'importation offre à l'importateur la mainlevée des marchandises sous réserve des mesures conservatoires jugées nécessaires. 
IA DHHY 
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(1) Indiquer les parties contractantes à l'acte dans le cadre duquel le formulaire est établi. 
Ü JEijOA np OSJEIA nB S!OAUEIJ SEij J!OJ\) 
(ë;) SUO!~'BAJaSqQ rs 
(2) IAdiq~Én·les références au contrôle éventuellement déjà effectué par l'Administration ou le Servive compétent. 
(3) kreinplir seulement dans les cas où le pays exportateur n'est pas identique au pays où les produits sont considérés com-
me. éltan.t originaires. Dans le cas contraire cette case doit être bâtonnée. · 
Instructions relatives à l'établissement du formulaire EUR. 2 
A. Peuvent seules donner lieu à l'établissement d'un formulaire EUR. 2 les marchandises. qui dans le pays d'exportation rem-
plissent les conditions prévues par les dispositions régissant les échanges mentionnés à la case 2. 
Ces dispQ•itions doivent être soigneusement étudiées avant de remplir le formulaire. 
B. L'exportatei,Jr doit porter soit sur l'étiquette verte C 1 soit sur la déclaration en douane C 2/CP 3 la mention ,EUR. 2" sui-
vie du numéro de série du formulaire. 
C.' ·Aprè~ avoir' r-empli: et signé les deux volets du formulaire, l'exportateur 
., 'l''. ., 
attache les .deux volets au bunetin d'expédition lorsqu'il s'agit d'un envoi par colis postal, 
attache solidement 1~ volet 1 au colis et insère le volet 2 à l'intérieur de celui-ci lorsqu'il s'agit d'un envoi par la poste 
aux lettres. 
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ANNEX VII 
SPECII!EN OF DECLARATION 
I, the undersigned, declare that the goods listed on this invoice vere 
obtained in 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
an4 (as appropriate) 
(a) (•) satis!'y the rules on the definj,.tion of the concept or' '"wholly 
produced product&" 
or 
(b) ( •) were produced irom the following products 
Description 
•••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• 
4 
···············'!> 
Country of origin 
••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••• 
and have under~ . .:.ne t~e following processes a 
·Value (•) 
• ••••••••••••••• 
• ••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••• 
• ••••••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • (indi cat·e proces.sings) 
in 
............. I) ...... ' • r: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •· ............. 6-· ............. . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
............•. ~ ...... . 
·(Plac~ and date) (Signature) 
il·. . ~· "': . 
. ·----------------
fl 
ANNEX VIII 
EUROPEAN COMf~UNITIES 
1. Supplier(~ INFORMAT!Ol"J CERTIFICATE I 
2. Consignee {') 
3. Processor (') 
6. Customs office of importation ( i) 
'") 7. Import dcc;umerlt t 
• Form ............. _. .• _ ... _ .............. _____ No ............... - ................. . 
Series_ ...... -------···-···· ................................ .. 
Date -·····-·-·--·-·----········"······ 
to facilitate the issue of a 
MOVEMENT CERTifiCATE 
for preferential trade between the 
EUROPEAI\J ECONOWHC 
COIVIMUf\IITY 
....... :... 
4. ~tate in which the workirg or processang nas oeen 
carried out 
6. For official u"se 
GOODS SENT TO THE MEMBER STATE OF D!:STINATION 
-=-- 8. Marks, numbers, quuntity · 
and kind of packau9 
9. Tariff heading number and description of goods 10. Quantity l ,j) 
12. Tariff heading number and description 
16.Nature of !he •NtJrking or processing carried out 
17. Remarks 
18.CUSTOMS ENOOilSEMENT 
IMPORTED GOODS USED 
13. Country of origin 
.•. ,;,. 
x-l1. Value· ( ) 
19. DECLARA110N BV THE SUPPUER 
.... 
Declaration certified 
Document---·-· -·-·---·,-~-----.. -· 
1 .. the undersigned, declare that the information on this certif- · 
icate Is accurate 
Form .. :..._. ________ No·----·---..... _ 
Customs Office···········-········-·-·-·-··--·--·-·-----······· 
Date ~._I _ __,_1 __ )..__·__.1 
···················~-······ .. ·····················•·················• 
Official 
Stamp 
.j 
(Place (dale) 
(Sig11ature) 
• 
1} 
• 
• 
• 
REQUEST FOR VEHIFICATION RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
The undersignP.d Cu~tom'> oificial requests verification of the 
authenticity :md 3~curacy of this information cc:rtificate 
.Verification carried out by the undersigned Customs official 
shows that this information certificate: 
Official 
Stamp 
(Place and date) 
(Offooiao's s.gn&ture) 
(a) WilS issued by the Customs office indicated and that the 
information contained therein !s ;;ccurate (') 
(b) does not meet the requirements as to authenticity and 
accuracy ( see notes appended) (') 
............................................................................................................ 
(Place and datal 
Official 
Stamp 
('I Delete where not applicatJie. 
(Official's signature) • 
CROSS REFERENCES 
C) Name of indiv!dual or business and full address . 
... ... .. 
. (2} r~tional inforaation. 
,J. 1 . th 
• J J(~, h , cu.m. or o er 1easure. 
. . 
(•) l'ackaqi nq shall ~consid~<r.ed a:o. forr.ino a vho le vi th the. goods contained tt.er.ei n. 
• P,owc·1~r. tms nrovtSIOII ~u,;ll uuL au11l, w lld~"a'~'''IJ whi(.ro is otOl ot t1 ..... onaal type 
-for-tt!e article packed, and whith has a la~;tino utility .'1alue of its own, apart from 
Its function as packaging • 
... 
(5) ·The value aust oe inOiCattlO in accordance with tll~ ~-oro•i!lions on rules of ori9in • 
·· .... 
• 
• 
• 
